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FOREWORD

In the spring of 19630 .the State Education T)epartment

convened a meeting of an overall Science Advisory Committee

for the purpose of initiating revisions in its courses in

science. The membership of the committee included repre-

sentatives frcm thesecondary.and collegiate levels, from

industry, and frot research institutions. The function of

this committee was to establish guiLdines which would serve

to aid the specific syllabus revision committees in their

task of updating the various syllabuses in the light of

recent developments in society, science,and.scienCe education.

Major recommendations of theScience Advisory

Committee included: (1) that the present science courses be

brought up-to-date in the light of recent developments in the

field of science, (2) that a greater emphasis be placed on

the understanding and concepts involved in the particular

subject matter areas, and (3) that attention be given to

coordinating- the laboratory with the content aspeCts of each

course.

After the-Science Advisory Committee made its

recommendations, the Physics Revision Committee mei to

specify the content of the physics course. The committee

included members from different geographic areas of the

State:who had experience with various approaches to the

teaching of physics. The members.of the committee were:

William Atherton, Niskayupa High School

John H. Dodge, Irondequoit High School .

George Kanstroom, Richmond Hill High School

Robert L. Lehrman, Roslyn High School

Thomas D. Miner, Garden City High School

Dr. Kenneth H. Moore, Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute

Dr. .Clifford-Swartz, State University at Stoney Brook

Dr. Alexander Taffel, Bronx High School of Science

:
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chool year four experimental units

e of the new physics syllabus

used on a trial basis, in twenty

schools across the State, The results of a testing

program and the criticisms of participating teachers

were used in preparing the first (1964) revision which

was a cbmplete syllabus containing both core and

extended areas.

Throughout the development of this course,

participating teachers played a vital role in the

evaluation and refinement of the Syllabus. An extensive

evaluation by participating teachers was an essential

part of the program. Examinations which were

administered and analyzed supplied further evidence as

to the applicability of the materials.

During the years since the inception of this

project many people have contributed significantly to

its development. Mr. Atherton and Allister W. Crandall,

Pulaski High School, prepared the original core units

as consultants to the Bureau of Secondary Curriculum

Development:

The 1964 edition was prepared by a writing team

consisting of John Fitzgibbons, North Syracuse Central

School, and Louis Landecker, Bronx High School of

Science. Many of the suggestions forwarded to the Depart-

ment by the New York City Physics Syllabus Committee,

consisting of Herman Gewirtz, Chairman of Physical Science

Abralum Lincoln High School; Simon Weissman, Chairman of

Physical Science, Midwood High School; Harvey Pollack,

Forest Hills High School; and Charles Hellman, Bronx High

School of Science; were used in augmenting the original

core units. The 1964 edition of the syllabus was

reviewed by Dr. Luther Andrews, Professor of Physics at

the State University of New York at Albany and a

member of the Science Advisory Committee. Hugh

Templeton, Chief of the Bureau of Science Education,

acted as consultant throughout the project.



The modifications included it the .1965 and final of PI
editions were, in large part, recommended by participating ASSOC
teachers and approved by the revision committee. copy

Sigmund Abeles, Associate in Science Education,
coordinated the revision of the syllabus. Robert G.
MacGregor, Associate in Science Education, reviewed the
manuscript and made valuable suggestions. A review of
content accuracy .1;4)as made by Dr. V. M. .Schwarz, ProfesSor H G
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Introduction

Aims and Content of the Ph sics Course

This course presents a modern view of physics with

major emphasis placcd on the fundamental concepts underlying

this basic science. The syllabus is designed to encourage-,

the utilization of such basic concepts as the conservation of

energy, the conservation of momentum, and the conservation

of charge in related areas rather than in isolation. This

approach tends to foster an appreciation for the unity of

physics. As a result, the syllabus is presented in such a

way as to.show the importance of these ideas as unifying

concepts which can be repeatedly applied throughout the

course.

The objectives of the course in physics should extend

beyond a minimal comprehension of the basic facts and

principles outlined in this syllabus. The appreciation of

scientific method, the ability and willingness to change

beliefs and opinions after careful weighing of new

evidence, and the development of the habit of critical

thinking are the intangible but most important outcomes of

the study of this science. These methods of thought and

action will remain long after many specific details of

subject matter are forgotten.

The tremendous scientific advances within the past 25

years have created a critical shortage of skilled technicians,

scientists, and engineers. At all levels of ability, there

is an increasing demand for workers with more training and

understanding of our physical world. The maintenance of our

standard of living and our national security depend in

large part upon an increasing supply of scientifically trained

personnel. Of equal and perhaps even greater importance

is the need for a continuing supply of well-informed

citizens capable of making souna decisions on the many new

issues:,and problems that face us.
_

State Di loma 7Credit

This course may be used as one unit of tie Group II

major-science sequence or for Group III credit as an elective

toward a State Diploma
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Sequence and Scheduling

One of the major problems in constructing a syllabus

for a one-year course in physics is te provide a broad

general understanding of the fundamental principles of

the basic area of physics and, at the same time, to

achieve an extension of understanding in at least

some of these areas. Limitation of time precludes this

extension in all areas, while teacher training and

preference dictate the areas of choice in a particular

school.

Inran attempt to introduce some degree Of flexibility

in the_Course, and.at the sa0e time proVideforan

adequate coverage of basic areas, the content ef the

proposed sYllabus-has been keptto a minimum.- It

consists of a basic core section and four optional

extended areas.

The minimum equrernents of the course include the

basic core, and any pillof the four extended areas.

The order of presentation used in the syllabus

indicates one of several possible teaching sequences.

Any sequence that presents a logical development of

physical principles may be ollowed.

The successful completion of physics usually requires

slightlrmore.maturity and unders.anding of mathematical

concepts than does,chemistry. It is, therefore,

recommended that physics be placed at the top of the

science sequence. While chemistry is not a preragnisit

if students are to take both chemistry and physics,

normally they should be studied in that order. However,

an exception may be made in the case of boys and girls

with,above-average ability in mathematics and science

,who are comtemplating careers in engineering, mathPmatics

lit

lay be used as one unit of the Group II

lence or for Group III credit as an elective



or science. If these pupils elect physics in grade 11, they assoc
may be better prepared to compete for scholarships since many
of the examinations for scholarships are given early in the Labo-
12th year. This plan also makes it possible for schools to
offer an elective course in advanced physics in the 12th
year or a. college-level-course for advanced standing. A
second year in .physics, however, is not recommended at the
expense of a Regents course in chemistry.

The minimum time required for this course is six
45-minute periods- per week, although seven periods are
recoMmended.. This time'allotment shouldinclude a double
laboratory period each week.

Teachers are encouraged tO set their own.time allotments
based -6h. Student -intereSt and achievement and- their own
teaching ekperience.-

The guide below may help to establish .a basic frame
of reference for the course.:

-Mechanics

Waves- .
Electricity.

AtOthic'.and:Nuclear Physics-

Prerequisites_

Core Area

10 weeks
7 weeks
8 weeks
4 weeks

Extended Area

2 weeks
1 week
1 week
1 week

Ninth year, mathematics - cou se 1 (algebra ) is a
prerequisite for physics. It is strongly recommended that
pupils successfully complete Mathematics 10 before being
enrolled in the physics course. Application of mathematical
skills is stressed frequently in this syllabus. Some of
this material will have been developed previously in courses
in mathematics and science, -and may be omitted or covered in
brief review. Other topics, such as vectors, that may not
have been studied previously may be undertaken as a unit at
the beginning of the course, or may be introduced with

labor
perio
is re
met b
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reco
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invol
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Organ
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Core Area Extended Area

10 weeks

7 weeks

8 weeks

;ics 4 weeks

2 weeks

1 week

1 week

1 week

associated material at the discretion of the teacher.

Laboratory

A physics lablratory "exercise" is defined as the

laboratory work done by the pupil during one school

Apriod. In addition, a satisfactory report of this work

is required. The minimum laboratory requirement can be

met by performing 30 individual exercises requiring 30

laboratory periods. However, many of the experiences

recommended for laboratory work in the physics course

require two or more periods for completion. Therefore,

the minimum requirement may also be met by 30 periods

involving a smaller number of experiments. This is not

intended to permit the student to spread what is

ordinarily a one-period exercise over two or more periods.

2iminqTR21 the Syllabus

The material in the syllabus is organized under

three major headings:

Topys. This column contains the topical outline.

Topics preceded by an asterisk * must be treated

quantitatively. Topics included in the extended

areas are enclosed in boxes in all three columns.

A boxed asterisk El indicates that the topic is to

be treated qualitatively in the core and quantitatively

in the extended area.

UnderstandigLEJLIEJ2222I!LConcepIL This

column outlines the basic concepts of the course.*

Those concepts which are boxed are required for the

extended areas only.

LEE1.22,21IEDLyalplaL This column includes

some additional information and explanation of the

basic concepts. Statements which delimit the

material subject to examinations and specific

uggestions to teachers are printed in italic

this column.
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The Relation of the Physics Syllabus to the Regents

Examination.

The Regents examination in physics will have two

major parts. Part I will consist of questions based only

on the basic core, and part II questions will consist of

items from the basic core and the extended areas. Since

there are four extended areas, there will be four part II

questions. The Regehts examination will be constructed so

that part I will account for 70% of the score and part Il

for 30%. AU students taking the examination should auwer

all of the questions in part I and two of the four

alternative extended areas on part II.

Systerof Units

.In recent years the MK.SA system (meter, kilogram,

Second, ampere) has found increased use in, many science

courSes, particularly in- phySics. As a result-this' syllabus

makes use of it. The

meter, the kilogram, t

degree Kelvin. These

Syst&e-International

Eleventh General COnfe

in October, l960-*

Regents examinati

the five fundamental u

the appropriate derive

volt,-etc.) asAefined

syllabus1 Viliile exami

to these units, the us

FPS) in class and labo

Changes in Syllabus

Corrections or ch

necessary will.be brou

principals by means of

Department.

The six h fundamental unit in SI is the candela a unit of luminous intensity.

There is little:value in having studen__

be aware of their arbitrary nature.

R. D. Huntoon,-.director of the InstitUte for BaSic Statdards of the National Bureau

March 1966 iSsue of-The Physics Teacher, 11 within the next few decades the number

an independent basis:may posSibly decrease to three, but we shall .probably continue t

quantities as'the base of our system."

remember thetexatt definitions bf, the. fund
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degree Kelvin. These. are five of the Six units in the

SystMe International-des Gnit4s (S.I.) adopted at the

Eleventh General Conference on Weights and Measures,'

in October, 1960.*

Regents examination questions will be in terms of

the 'five fundamental imits mentioned above and

the appropriate derived units (e.g., newton, joule,

volt, etc.) as defined at appropriate points in the

syllabus. While examination questions will be confined

to these units, the use of other systems (e.g., CGS and

FPS) in class and laboratory is encouraged.

Changes in Syllabus

CSA system (meter, kilogram,

increased use in Many science Corrections or changes in the syllabus that become

lysics. As a result this syllabus neCesSary will be brought to-the attention of .school

principals by means of supevisory letters from the

Department.
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BASTC MATHEMAFICAL SKILLS

Several mathematical skills and relatfid concepts-are
continually.used throughout .the physics- syllabus. A
consistent emphasis-on these basic skills and concepts is
recommended.

Measurement

Measurement-is a-comparison of an unknown quantity
with.a -known quantity. All.physical. measurements arpi
subject to errors.-

Errors may be due to the method used, environmental
fluctuation, instrumental limitatiOns,-and personal.eTror.
Systematic errors tend-to be-in- one -direction. .Random

errors tend.to fluctUate in'bOth:directiont._ The random
error. may .

be- reduced-by increasing.themUmber of observations4
of

if
fi

Significant figures are digits which indicate the- no
1.-'easonably certain 'number ofHdigits.in'a measured..quantity. si

In- mathematical'operations inVOiving signifitantfiguresi no
the -anSwer"should not.containMore-significatt figureS'than

.

the-ledst -nnmber of.--.significant:figUres inthe' original

quantities.. ro

_A.:significant --figure is one which is_,.known to be

reasonablYteliable-- -In'lexpreSsingtheresuitt
_

measurement one -estimated -figure
-

to

hificant;ifor,-.0eaMple; in-Measuring temperatUte, if the'
, _ _ .

'-Ethermamptet:fitCallbratedindogrees the reading may be PT
estimated to , the t enth of.a -,-- degree thi the. 2

rea

sig

si
fic

oni
th
tw
18

Si nificant figures



BASIC MATHEMMICAL SKILLS

latical skills and.related concepts are

csughout the physics syllabus. A
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imated figure.is-considered sig--

e, in measurinvtemperature,.if th,.

rated in degreesithe reading .may be

th of a degree; Inthis case,.in,the

reading 20 the figure is considered significant.

Zeros which appear in front

significant figures. The number

significant figures.

of a number are not

0.083 contains two

Zeros which appear between numbers,are always

-significant. The number 803 contains three signi-

ficant figures.

Zeros which appear after a number are significant

only (1) if followed by a decimal point, or (2) if to

the right_of a decimal point. The number 1800 contains

two significant figures, but the numbers 1800. and

18.00 contain four significant figures.

For whole numbers ending in two or more zeros

there is no way of indicating that some, but not all,

of the zeros are significant; for example, the

number 186,000 would indicate three significant figures

if no decimal point is expressed, and six significant

figures if the decimal point is expressed. There is

no way of indicating its accuracy to four or five

significant figures except by the use of standard

notation.

The following rules will assist pupils when

rounding off a number:

When the number dropped is less than 5, the pre-

ceding number remains unchanged;,for example 5.3634

o three significant figures becomes 5.36.

When the number dropped is 5 or more he

Preced1PB number is increased by 1; for example,

2.4179 to three significant figures becomes 2.42.

When adding or subtracting, the answer should be



rounded off to contain the least accurately known figure

as the final one; for example,

Add Subtract

32.6 531,46

431.33 86.3

6144.212 445.16 = 445.2

6608.142 08.1

When multiplying or dividing the answer should be

rounded off to contain only as many significant figures

as are contained in the least accurate number; for example,

Multiply

1.36

544

5.712:= 5.7

Divide

2.1

2.39

5.1000

4.26
840

639_

2010

= 2.4

Whell adding, subtracting multiplying, or dividing,

numbers may be rounded off to one more than the number of

significant figures to be cavried in the answer before the

manipulation is carried out; for example,
2.7468 x 3.2 = 2 75 x 3.2 8.8

Standard notation (scientific or ex onential notation

Standard notation should be used to indicate the

number of, significant figures and to facilitate mathe-

matical operations with large and small numbers.

Any number can be evpressed in the form A x lOn

where A.is any number with one digit to the left of the-

decimall,=point and n is an integer. All of xhe disits

in A are signifi

by counting the

If the decimal w-

If it was moved

example 186,000

becomes 5.20 x 1

possible to indi

figures. For ex

known to four si

written 1.860 x

Multiplicat

To multiply or d

-multiply or divi.

obtain the new v!

number of signif

ada or subtract i

value of n. Adji

more or less tha

the decimal poin

4
2.2 x 10 x 3.01

-
2.2 x 10

4
x 3.0

3
6 0 x 10 x 3 0

6 0 x 105 3.0

6.0 x 105 3.0

3.0 x 10-
2

6.0

Addition a

Numbers express

or subtracted o

for example, 5
a

x 10u. If th

different-power

equalizeci. For



as, accurately known figure

2

Subtract

531.46

86.3

445.16

ding, the answer should be

Is many significant figures

: accurate number; for example,

Divide

5.1 2.13

2.39 ='2.4

2.13 5.1000

4.26_

840

-639.

-.2010

multiplying, or dividing,

one more than the number of

vied in the answer before the

for example

3.8

in A are significant. The value of n is determined

by counting the number of places the decimal was mov d.

If the decimal was moved to the left, n is positive.

If it was moved to the right, n is negative. For

5
example 186,000 becomes 1.86 x 10 and 0.0000520

-5
becomes 5.20 x 10 . In standard notation it is

possible to indicate any desired number of significant

figures.''For example, if the figure 186,000 were

known to four significant figures, it would be

written 1.80 x 10
5

.

Multiplication and divisibn in.standard notation:-

To multiply ordivide numbers in standard notation,

multiply or divide the'significant figUre factor's to

obtain the new-value.pf-A, retaining the correct

number of significant figures (opposite- col),.and

add cirsubtract-the-powers-of:10 to-obtain -the .new.

value of n. Adjust the decimal point if the new A has

more or less than one non-zero.digit to the left of

the decimal point. Examples:

2.2 x 104 x 3.01 x 102 6.6 x

2.2 x 10-4 x 3.01 x 102 m 6.6 x 10-2

6.0-x-103 x 3 01 x 104 18 x 107 ; 1.8 x

3.0 x 10
2

= 2.0 X. 10

-
0 x 70

2
2.0 x 10

7

50 x 10

; or exponential notation)

I be used to indicate the

3 and to facilitate mathe7

B and small numbers.

ssed in the form A x 1

le digit to the left of the'

Leger. All of the d4gits

Addition and Subtraction in Standard-Notation:

ers,expressed in standard- nbtaticn can be added

or subtracted only if the powers .pf 10 are ,the same;

. for examPle2-5 2 x:a 5 +:2)-x. 10-

.

7 x 103-. 'If the.numbers to be added or subtracted have

different powers of.10 then,the.powers-must be

aValitad; For axaniple,



2 2 2 2
2 x 10- --$ 2 x 30 10 = 2 x

Manipulation f Units

In mathematical manipulations, units behave like

algebraic quantities. In any phYsical equAtion the
units on each side must be equivalent. '

Mathematical Functions

Graphs may be used to illustrate mathematical functions.

Students should be able to recognize, interpret, and

use mathematical expressions ,and graphs representing:

(1) direction linear relations, y = kx; (2) direct second

degree relations y kx
2 inverse first degree

relations, y inverse square relations,

wri
pro

uni

Gra

rel
she
all
ind

V c



.03=2x xio
2

= 2 io =
2 2

Units

ftical manipulations, units behave like

ities. In any physical equation the

dde must be equivalent. '

[nctiOns

be used to illustrate mathematical functions.

be able to recognize, interpret, and

1 expressions .and graphs,representinv.

imear relations- y kx;i (2) direct second

y =
2

(3)* inverse first degree

and (4) inverse square relations Y

onality represents a ratio, and can be

written as an equation by inserting the proper

proportionality constant.

Care should be,taken to associatethe proper

units with the proportionality constant.

Graphs

Graphs should be used to illustrate physical

relationships. A line representing the relationship

should:be smooth and probably will not pass through

all measured pciinta. Points should be .circled to

'indicate their,Undertainty.

Vectors

The ability to add and subtract vectors should

be developed.

The Slide Rule

The use of slide rules should be encouraged.
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b. Reflection and transmission

2. Periodic waves
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A. Frequency
*B. Period
C. Amplitude
D. Phase
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H. Wave propagation
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P. Electromagnetic radiation
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Doppler Effect j
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A. Microstructure of matter
B. Charged objects
C. Transfer of charges

1. Conservation of charge
Separation of charge by contact
Conduction

4. Induction
D. Elementary charges
E. Quantity of charge
F. Coulomb's law
G. Electric fields

1. Field around a point charge
2. Field around a uniformly charged rod
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4. Electric potential

H. Potential difference
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*2. The electron volt

Electric field in terms of electric oten ial

Granular nature o charge T e Millican experiment. 2.
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Topics

I..Kinematics

A. Linear
motion

1. Distan
and

displacement

MECHANICS

Understandlle_2nd Fundamental Concepts

Kine-atics deals with the mathematical
methods of describing motion without
regard to the forces which produce i

The motion of a body may be described
in terms-of-its velocity-and acceler-

ation

-Distance -iS a scalar qUantity that
represents'the length of 4 path

from .one Point to another.

Displacement is a vector quantity
that represents the length and direc-
tion of a straight line path from one
point to another between which motion
of an object has taken place.

a. The m- er The meter is the MKS unit of length.

It is a fundamental unit.

-Velocity-

and speed

Velocity is a vector quantity which
represents the time-rate of change

of displacement.

Speed is a scalar quantity that
represents the magnitude of the

velocity.

Minimum re.

accelerati.

or finally

Motion is

The distin:

stressed.

Ahenever-
orHkaldr

Total disp

The conc

The meter
in a vacu
of kryDto

Minimum q
recognize,
versus ti



MECHANICS

Understandinjs and Fundamental Com_ ts

Kinematics deals with the mathematical

methods of describing motion without

regard to the forces which produce it.

The motion of a body may be described

in terms of its velocity and acceler-

ation.

Distance is a scalar quantity that

represents the length of a path

from one point to another.

Displacement.is a vectg quantity

that representsthe lengthand direc-

tion of a straightline path fTom one

point to another between which!motion

of an object has taken place.

The'meter is the:MKS unit of length.

lt is a fundamental unit.

Velocity is a vector quantity which

represents the time-rate of change

of displacement.

Speed is a scalar quantity that

represents the magnitude of the

velocity.

Su plementary Information

Minsmum requirements are limited to motion wqth constant

acceleration in a "linear path, and to bodies initially

or finally at rest.

Motion is relative to a given frame of reference.

The distinction between scalars and vectors should be

stressed.

Whenevernew quantities are introduced their vector

or scalar nature Should be stressed.

Total displacement is a vector sum.

The concept of fundamental units should be introduced.

The meter is now defined as 1,650,763.73 wavelengths

in a vacuum of the orange-red line in the spectrum

of kryoton 86

Alinimum quantitative requtrements are the ability to

recognize, interpret, and use graphs of distance

versus time and to apply the related equations.



1.(21.9.t
Understandins and Fundamental Conce ts

a. The

second

The second is_the.MKS..unit of time.

Itis.a.fundamental: unit.

Acceleration Acceleration is a vector quantity

that represents the time-rate of

change in velocity.

The relation o

developed grap

should be plot

Show that 1=
speed).

If the speed i_

the distance-t:

instantaneous

Mathematical fi

equations may 1

the fundamenta_

physics .

Jhe second is
.of the cesium

6. parts in.101:

times .mote acci

formerlyin usi
International c

October 8, 196

!Minimum quanfti

recognize, intc

time, and to

.The.Telation o

graphically..

Show that. the

:wheh:the:_accel



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts SI.I.plymentary Information

The relation of. position versus time should be

developed graphically. The independent variable (time)

should be plotted on the,horizontal

Show that = v = Tr if the slope is constant const- t
speed).

The second is the MKS unit of time.

It is a fundamental unit.

Acceleration is a vector-Auantity

that:represents. thite-rate of
change.in

If the speed is changing, the slope of the tangent to
the distance-time curve at any point represents the

instantaneous speed at that point.

Mathematical functions such as first and second degree

equations may be introduced .as a means of emphasizing

the fundamental relationship between mathematics and
physics.

The second is now defined. as 9,192,631,770 vibrations

of the cesium atom. This.measurement is accurate to

6 parts in 1012 or 1 second in 5000 years and is 200

times more accurate than the astronomical definition
formerly in use. This value was adopted by the

International Committee on-Weights and Measures on

October 8, 1964 at 1725 hr., Paris time

*mum quantztative requ rements are the ability to

recognize, interpret, and use graphs of speed versus
time and to apply the related equations.

The relation of speed to-tame should be d-veloped

graphically.

Show that the slope of the speed-time cu e = Y: = a,
Atwhen the acceleration is_constant.



Topics. UnderS:andin-s ana Fundamental Conce

Distance The .distance traveled by.a uniformly

traveled by. _acCelerating-object.is equal to the

a_ uniformly- product of the average speed and the

accelerating elapsed time.
object

Freely-

failing
objects

II. Force

*A. Composition of
forces

Minimum 9w:

applicat oy

The _distance traveled by an object The distanc

accelerating uniformly from rest is speed-tiMe
proportional to the square of the

time.

Freely-falling _objects may be con-

_sidered as examples of objects mith

.constant acceleration.

A force is a vector quantity that
may be defined as a push pr.pull.

The minimuir

to solve pr
with initq

Actual con

A more rig

in consi-cie

Forces may act upon an object through Forces may
space. magnetic,

The region
of the for
the concep

The resultant of two or more con- Determina

current forces acting on a body is graphical
the single force producing the same
effect. The resultant may be found
by the vector addition of the indi-

vidual forces



Unders andings ana Fundamental Concepts

The distance traveled by a uniformly

accelerating object is equal to the

product of the average speed and the

elapsed time.

The distance traveled by an object

accelerating uniformly from rest is

proportional to the square of the

time.

Freely-falling objects may be con-

sidered as examples of objects with

constant acceleration.

A force is a vector quaiftity that

may be defined as a push or pull.

Forces may act upon

space.

Lpr:p1ementar1 Information

ntmum quantitative requtrements are limited to

applications of the relationships s = vt and s =

The astance can be determined from the area under the

speed-time curve.

The minimum quanti ative requirement is the abillty

to solve problems with constant g, no friction, and

with initial or final velocity equal to zero.

Actual conditions should be discussed.

A more rigorous definition of force will be developed

in considering Newton's second law of motion.

an object through Forces may be classified as gravitational, electro-

magnetic, nuclear, and weak interactions,

The region in which a force acts is known as the "field"

of the force. The field concept may be introduced when

the concept of a gravitational field is developed.

The resultant of two or more con-

current forces acting on a body is

:the:single force producing the same

effect. The resultant-may be foUnd

by the vector addition of the indi-

vidual forces.

Determination of vector sums should include-both

graphical and numerical solutions..

Minimum quantitative requirements far graphical

solutions will be limited to two farces acting at any

angle.-

Minimum quantitatite requirements far nwnerical

solutions will be limited to farces acting at angles

of 0' or 180', or two forces acting at an angle of 90'



III.D

Topics_

. Resolution of
forces

ics

A. Mass, force, and
acceleration -
the inertial aLd
gravitational
properties of
objects.

1. First law of
motion

Second law
of motion
inertial mass

The_
kilogram

Understandinz.s and Fundamental Concepts

A single force may be resolved into
an unlimited number of components.

Dynamics deals with the relation
between the forces acting on an
object and the resulting change in
motion.

An object remains at rest or in
uniform motion unless acted upon by
an unbalanced force.

An unbalanced force acting on an
objectaauseS an acceleratiOn which
is directly proportional to-the force,
and in the direction of the force.

The inertial masS of an object is
proportional,to,the ratio of the fO Ce cria

on'an object to-the .acceleration
that the force gives-the object.
Inertial mass is a scalar qUantity.

at
co

yo

Th.

Or
ca

Th
fo

The kilogram is the MKS unit of mass. Th
naIt is a fundamental unit.

4

Th
no



Understandin s and Fundamental Conce ts Supplementary_Information

A single force may be resolved into

an unlimited number of components.

Dynamics deals with the relation

between the forces acting on an

object and the resulting change in

motion.

An object remains at rest or in

unifor6motion unless acted upon by
_

an unbalanced force.

An unbalanced force acting on an

object causes an acceleration which

is directly proportional to the force,

and in the direction of the force.

The inertial mass of an object is

proportional to the ratio of the force

on an object to the acceleration

that the force gives the object.

Inertial mass is a scalar quantity.

The kilogram is the MKS unit of mass.

It is a fundamental uni

MiniNam quantitattve requirements for graphical and

numerical solutions will be limited to two components

at $ght angles to each other. Include right angle

components which are not horizontal and vertical in

your discussion.

This may be presented as Newton's first law of motion,

or the first law may be presented later as a special

case of the second law, when F = 0.

The unbalanced force is the vector sum of all the

forces acting on the ob ect.

inimum quantitative reautrementa are limited to

application of the relationehip , F = ma.

The kilogram is defined as the mass of the inter-

national kilogram at avres, France.

The kilogram should be used only as a unit of mass and

not as a unit of force.



Topics Understandin s and Fundamental Concets

b. The The newton is that force which will

newton impart to a mass of one kilogram an
acceleration of one meter per second

per:second. It is a derived unit.

Eh- Newton's law Any two objects whose dimensions are

of small in comparison to the distance

gravitation between them, attract each other with

a force that is directly proportional

to the product of their masses and
inversely proportional to the

square of the distance.between them. umveroa

*4. Weight

Minimum quc

At this po:

-develop the

field assoc

relate to

and not to

by gravital

mass. Gra..

mass; and :

The concepi

wil not b

The relati
distance i
law to be

fields, an

desirable.

spherical

be emphasi

The weight of an ob ect is the net .The magnit

gravitational force acting on the the .locati

object. Thus weigh

The weight of an object is directly'

proportional to its mass.

The accele
one. locati

_to its mas



derstandIns and Fundamental Conc.

he newton is that force which will

mpart to a mass of one kilogram an

cceleration of one meter per second

er second. It is a derived unit,

my two objects whose dimensions are

mall in comparison to the distance

)etween them, attract each other with

I force that is directly proportional

the product of their masses and

inversely proportional to the

;pare of the distance between them.

rhe weight of an object is the net

i.avitational force acting on the

tject.

rhe weight of an object is directly

)roportional to its mass.

Supplementary Information

nimum quantitative requsrements are

applications of the relationships

m m
1 2

F oc ------ r F -

r
2g g

unsver al ravitationai

m
2

r2

constan

ed to

where G is the

At this point some teachers may wish to introduce or

develop the "field" concept applied to the gravitational

field associated with a mass. The masses referred to

relate to the property of mutual attraction of matter

and not to the property of inertia: Mass measured

by gravitational attraction is called gravitational

mass. Gravitational mass is proportional to inertial

mass; and is expressed in the same units.

The concept of gravita sonai m ss versus inertial mass

will not be subject to examination.

The relationship between gravitational force and

distance is the first example of the inverse square

law to be encountered. Since this law applied to many

fields, an understanding of it at this point is

desirable. The limitation of this law to point or

spherical sources with uniform mass distribution should

be emphasized.

The magnitude of-the gravitational force varies with

thelocation-Of the objeet with reference to the earth.

Thus 4eight.is..not an invariant property ofan object.

The acceleration due to gravity is a constant at any

one location, and is the ratio of an object's weight

to its mass
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Uniform

CirCular

Motion

1 Centripetal

acceleration'

Centripetal

fOrCe

Uniform circtiar Motion is the motion

of an Object at constant'speed along

a -circular path.

Centripetal Acceleration is a vector

quantity directed toward the center

of curvature.- Its-magnitude is
directly proportional to the square

Of the speed and inversely pro-

portional to the radius of the path.

The force which causes centripetal Minirawn quai

acCeleration is centripetal force. qpplication-

it is a'veCtor quantity directed

tOWard'the CenterofcurvatUre. Its

magnitUdeJS directlY.propOrtional
to the product, of the mass and the

centripetal acCeleration.

Since weighl

Newton's sec

freely fall!

acceleratior

Spring balar

weight meast.

("weighing")

measurement

100 grams WE

and so fora

Circular mot

dynamics.

be used.

gtntmum quay

application.E

Momentum

Impulse

Momentum is a vector quantity. Its

magnitude is_equaTto the product of

the mast and. the Velocity, Its

-direction- iS the same as that of the

velocity.

Impulse' is a vector quantity witha.

magnitude equal to the-product of the

liinimum qua-

situations



nderstandings and Fundamental Concepts Supplementary InforPtion

Since weight is a force it is a vector cluntitY.

Newton's second law applied to the mot of a

freely falling body, where F = weight W) and a =

acceleration of gravity (g). W =

Spring balances graduated in newtons maY be used in

weight measurements, but comparison of Illasses

("weighing") on a balance should be Tefl,red to as

measurement of mass. To one signifiCant figure;

100 grams weigh 1 newton 200 grams Weigh 2 newtons,

and so forth.

hdform circular motion is the motion

)f an object at constant speed along

1 circular path.

:entripetal acceleratior is a vector

luantity directed toward the center

)f curvature, Its magnitude is

lirectly proportional to the square

)f the speed and inversely pro-

)ortional to the radius of the path.

le force which causes centripetal

Icceleration is centripetal force.

is a vector quantity directed

:oward the center of curvature. Its

lagnitude is directly proportional

:o the product of the mass and the

:entripetal acceleration.

Circular motion should be treated as a Ptoblem ln

dynamics. The term "centrifugal force° thould not

be used.

Minimum quantitative requuements ar ited to

applications of the relationship a e

. Minimum quantita ive requirements

applications of the relationship

lomentum is a vector quantity. Its

lagnitude is equal to the product of

:he mass and the velocity, its

iirection is the same as that of the

relocity.

*Ilse is a vector .quantity with a

lagnitude.equal to the product of the

Minimum quantitCtive requirnien

situations dealtng iuith constan

are

forces.

ted to



Topics

Change of

momentum

Law of

conservation

of momentum

4 Third law

of motion

IV. Work and energy

Understandings and Fundamental Conce

unbalanced force and the time the

force acts. Its direction is the

same as that of the force.

When an unbalanced force acts on an

object, there is a change of

momentum which is equal to the impulse

When no resultant external force acts

on a system, the total momentum of

the system,remains unchanged.

When two bodies interact their total

momentum remains unchanged.

If one object exerts a force on a

second, .the second exerts a. force

on the first that is equal in

magnitude and 'opposite in direction.

When work is done on or by a system

the total energy of the system is

changed. Energy is needed to do the

work.

22

From Newton'

FAt impulse)

conventional

impulse and

gnimum reqw
are limited

in which the

Minlmum quan

simple recoi

Graphical so

is not requi

sugiited th

energy.

The third la

momentum. T

equal in mag

the total mo

.If the terms

7that these

example, if

pushes down

back on the

on the book

table Ireact



nderstandings and Fundamental Concepts

nbalanced force and the time the

orce acts. Its direction is the

ame as tha, the force.

hen an unbalanced force acts on an

bject, there is a change of

omentum which is equal to the impulse.

hen no resultant external force acts

n a system, the total momentum of

he system remains unchanged.

hen two bodies interact their total

omentum remains unchanged.

f one object exerts a force on a

econd, the second exerts force

n the first that is equal in

agnitude and opposite in direction.

hen work is done on or by a system

he total energy of the system is

hanged. Energy is needed to do the

ork.

ementary Information

Amv
From Newton's second law, F = ma or F and

At

FAt impulse) m Amy change of momentum). Amv is the

conventional way of writing change of momentum. Both

impulse and momentum are vector quantities.

litmmum requ rements in using the relationship above

e limited to changes in velocity and to situations

in which the momentum and impulse are colinear.

Minirnwn quan itative requ rements will be limited to

simple recoil or explosion problems.

Graphical solution of conservation of momentum problems

is not required. If such problems are included it is

suggested they be considered after a study of kinetic

.energy.

The third law is implied by thelaw of conservation of

momentum. The forces.act for the same time and are

equal in magnitude:and opposite in direction; therefor

the tptal momentum remains the same.

Ifthe terms action and reaction are used, emphasize

that these forces act on different objects. For

example, if a book is resting on a table, the book

pushes down on the table (action) and the table pusheS

back on the book (reaction), or the table pushes up

on the book (action) and the book pushes down on the

table (reaction).



Topics Under_tandings and Fundamental Conce ts

*A. Work Work is done on an object when a
force displaces the object.

Work is a scalar quantity that is
equal to the product of the component
of force acting in the direction of
the.motion and the displacement of the
object.

Min
cas
the

The joule The joule is the MKS unit of work. Sin
It.is the work done 14hen a force of
one newton acts through a distance may
of- one Meter in the direction of the
.force.

or

Ener y

Potential
energy

The
Wor
tra
it

uti

Energy is transferred when-work is
done. Energy is a scalar quantity.

Potential energy is the energy an Min
objecthas becauseof itsposition ene
or condition. -Under ideal Conditions gra
-it is equal tothe work required to
bring the :cbject to that liosition or Thi
condition.. in

Ene
spr
ext
pha

3



Understandings and Fundamental Conce

Work is done on an object when a

force displaces the object.

Work is a scalar quantity that is

equal to the product of the component

of force acting in the direction of

the motion and the displacement of the

object.

The j ule is the MKS unit of work.

It is the work done when a force of

one newton acts through a distance

of one meter in the direction of the

:force.

Energy is transferred when work is

done. Energy is a scalar quantity.

Potential energy is the energy an

object has because of its position

or condition. Under ideal tenditions

it is equal to the work reeuired to

bring the object to that position or

condition,

ilementaration

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

cases in which the force and the displacement have

the same direction.

Since a newton is equal to a
kiluram meter= a joule

second

may also be expressed as a (kilogram meter) meter)

kilogram meter
2 second

or .

2
second

The same units are used to measure work and energy.

Work can be done only by the transfer of energy. Work

transfers energy from one object or system to another.

It should be noted that it is not possible to

utilize all the energy of a system.

Minimum quantitative requirements relating to potential

energy of position will he limited to position in a

gravitational field.

This concept may be extended, for example, to position

in an electric or magnetic field.

Energy of condition may be illustrated with a coiled

spring. Potential energy of condition may be

extended to include the potential energy Acquired dd ing

phase changes.



TopIcs

Gravitational

potential

energy

Kinetic

energy

Power

1 The watt

Understand in s and Fundamental Concep-Is

If work is done on an object against

gravitational force, there is an

increase in the gravitational

potential energy of the object.

If work is done by gravitational

force on an objectpthere is a

decrease in the gravitational poten-

tial energy of the object.

The change in-gravitational potential

energy is equal to the product of the

weight of the..body.and the vertical

change of height.

Kinetic energy is the energy an

object has because of its motion.

Like all energy it is a scalar

quantity. Kinetic energy is equal

to one-half the.product of the mass

-and the speed squared.

Under ideal.cond tions it is equal

to the Work .required, to Stop the

object,-, or.bring the -. objeet from rest

to-that speed.

Power is the tithe-rite of doing work. .

It is a scalar quantity.

The watt is the MKS unit of Power.

It is equal to-one-joule per second.

24

Emphasize the nee

discussing potent

Ideal conditions

constant g.

Minimum quantital
applications of 1

is small. This

e-ample of the

The equation KE

law of motion am
w = fs ar

w = ni

since v = 2a1

2
W =

Minimum quantita

problems involvi

w = RE

Relativistic ef

Minimum quantita

problems involvi

Power = wo.rk



Iinderstandin;s and Fundamental Conceits TEITEELIILLEformation

If work is done on an object against

gravitational force, there s an

increase in the gravitational

potential energy of the object.

If work is done by gravitational

force on an object,there is a

decrease in the gravitational poten-

tial energy of the object.

The change in gravitational potential

energy is equal to the product of the

weight of the body and the vertical

change of height.

Kinetic energy is the energy an

object has because of its motion.

Like all energy it is a scalar

quantity. Kinetic energy is equal

to one-half the product of the mass

and the speed squared.

Under ideal.conditions it is equal

to the work required te stop the

Object, or bring the object from r

to that speed.

Power is-the time-rate of doing work.

It is a scalar quantity.

The watt is the MKS unit of power.

It is equal to one joule per second.

24

Emphasize the need for a reference level in

discussing potential energy in a gravitational field.

Ideal conditions assume the absence of friction and

constant g.

gnimum quantitative requsrements will be limited to

applications of the relationship LPE = mgAh where Ah

is small. This is an approximations and is another

example of the use ofan idealized situation.

The equation KE = ½mv2 may be derived from the second

law of motion and the definition of work.

w = fs and f = ma where a is constant.

.% w = mas

2
since v = 2as

2
w = mv = KE

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

problems involving the relationship

w = KE = limy
2

Rela ivistic effects will n t be considered.

Minimum quantitatsve requ rements are limited to

problems involving the relationships.

work w Fs ,
Power = = rv

tsme



Topics

*V. Conserva ion of

energy

A. Friction

V- Internal Energy

and Heat

A. Mechanical

equivalent of

heat

Understandings and Fundamen al Conce ts

In any transfer of energy among objects

in a closed system, the total energy

of the system remains constant.

Under ideal conditions the gain

of kinetic energy equals the loss in

potential energy, or the loss of

kinetic energy equals the gain in

potential energy.

Friction is a force opposing the

relative motion of two objects in

contact.

When an object moves against friction,

work is done.

Internal energy is the total kinetic

and potential energy associated with

the motions and relative positions

of the molecules of an object, apart

from any kinetic or potential energy

of the object as a whole.

When one object gains inte nal energy

from another object the energy in

transit is heat.

Heat and mechanical energy are both

forms of energy; therefore, they can

be measured in the same units.

Minirnwn quanti-

problems invol-

The change in

change in kine

energy plus th

This law is so:

eneIgy because

The law of con.

whenever appro:

Work done agail

kinetic or pote

however, increz

Energy used in

into internal c

internal energ)

An increase in

increases the

its molecules

or increases t

results in a c

levels of atom

The kilocalori

One kilocalori



Understaidings and Fundamental Con

In any transfer of energy among objects

in a ciosed system, the total energy

of the system remains constant.

Under ideal conditions the gain

of kinetic energy equals the loss in

potential energy, or the loss of

kinetic energy equals the gain in

potential energy.

Friction is a force opposing the

relative motion of tWo objects in

contact.

When an object moves against friction,

work is done.

Internal energy is the total kinetic

and potential energy associated with

the motions and relative positions

of the molecules of an objct, apart

from any kinetic or potential energy

of the object as a whole.

When one object gains internal energy

from another object, the energy in

transit is heat.

Heat and mechanical energy are both.

forms of energy, therefore, they can

be measured in the same units.

Supplementary Information

Msnmum quantitative requsrements are limited to

problems involving LPE = -AKE under ideal conditions.

The change in energy of a system is equal to the

change in kinetic energy plus the change in potential

energy plus the change in internal energy.

This law is sometimes called the conservation of mass-

energy because of the equivalence of mass and energy.

The law of conservation of energy should be stressed

whenever appropriate.

Work done against friction does not increase the

kinetic or potential energy of an object. It may,

however, increase the internal energy of the object.

Energy used in doing work against friction is converted

into internal energy. This may be used to introduce

internal energy and htat.

An increase in the internal energy of an object either

increases the kinetic energy of the random motion of

its molecules which results in a rise in temperature

or increaces their potential energy of position which

results in a change of phase, or raises the energy

levels of atoms.

.The kilocalorie and the joule ar- both units of energy.

One:kilocalcie is eciuivalent to 4185 joules.



Topics UIderstandin s and Fundamental Conce

Temperature Temperature is that property of The tota_
matter which determines the direction temperati

of the exchange of internal energy mass, na-
between objects. The object at
lower temperature will gain internal
energy

1. Absolute Absolute temperature is directly An ideal
temperature proportional to.the average kinetic elastic

enerny of random motion of the mole= forces or
cules of an ideal gas.

a. Absolute
zero

An object is at absolute zero when
its internal energy is a minimum.

C. MKS temperature Temperature measurements are commonly
scales referred to arbitrarily selected

fixed temperatures which are readily
reprodwAble.

Celsius

Kelvin

-The degree is a fundamental unit.

By extrai

absolute
of the m
would ap
absence.

to .moder

a substa

At absol
a minim
transfer

in pract
closely,

In 1954
Conferen
of water
-thermome

value of

'On the Celsius scale the freezing .The:expr
point of water is 0 degree and the avaided.
boiling-point is 100-degrees.

'On the Kelvin scale absolute zero is Minimten

conversthe zero point.



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts,

Temperfture is that property of

matter which determines the direction

of the exchange of _Iternal energy

between objects. Tbe object at

lower temperature will gain internal

energy.

Absolute temperature is directly

proportional to the average kinetic

energy of random motion of the mole-

cules of an ideal gas.

An object is at absOlute zero when

its internal energy is a minimum.

Tempe ature measurements are commonly

referred to arbitrarily selected

fixed temperatures which are readily

reproducible.

The degree is a fundamental unit,

On the Celsius scale the freezing

point of water is 0 degree and the

boiling point is 100 degrees.

On the Kelvin scale absolute ze o is

the zero. point.

_upplementary Information

The total internal energy does not depend on

temperature alone. It also depends on the object'-

mass, nature, and phase

An ideal gas is one which consists of perfectly

elastic particles of negligible size which exert no

forces on each other, except during collisions.

By extrapolation of the relationship between the

absolute temperature and the average kinetic energy

of the molecules of an ideal gas, absolute zero

would appear to represent zero kinetic energy,or the

absence of all molecular motion. However, according

to modern theory, at absolute zero the molecules of

a substance have a minimum amount of energy.

At absolute zero the internal energy of an object is

a minimum;thereforelno internal energy can be

transferred to another object.

In practice, absolute zero may be approached very

closely, but cannot be reached.

In 1954 the size of the degre- was set by the General

Conference of Weights and Measures. The triple point

of water, selected as the standard fixed point of

thermometry, was defined as 273.16°K, or 0.01°C The

value of 273°K is satisfactory for class use.

The expression centigrade temperture11 should be

avoided.

Minimum quantitative requir ents t'iU be limited to

conversions between Kelvin and Celsius scales.



To ics Understandings and Fundamental Conce

D. Exchange of
internal energy

When there is an exchange of internal

energy, and if there is no conVersion
to other forms of energy, the total
internal energy of the syStem
remains constant.

Kilocalorie The kilocalorie is a unit of_heat
and is equal to the heat required to
change the temperature of one kilogram
of water one degree Celsius at 4QC

Specific The specific heat of a substance is

heat the ratio Of the quantity of heat
required to raise the temperature of

a unit mass of the substance one
degree Celsius to the quantity of
heat required to cause the same chtmge
in temperatuve of the same mass of

water.

Change of During a dhange of phasethere is a

phase Change in internal energy but no
.change in temperature.

*a. Heat of The heat of fusion is the number of

fusion kilocalories required to change one
kilogram of a substance from the
solid to the liquid phase at its
melting point, with no change in
temperature.

12



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts Supplementary Information

When there is an exchange of internal

energy, and if there is no conversion

to other forms of energy, the total

internal energy of the system

remains constant.

The kilocalorie is a unit of heat

and is equal to the heat required to

change the temperature of one kilogram

of water one degree Celsius at 4°C.

The specific heat of a substance is

the ratio of the quantity of heat

required to raise the temperature of

a unit mass of the substance ono

degree Celsius to the quantity of

heat required to cause the same change

in temperature of the same mass of

water.

During a change of phase there is a

change in internal energy but no

change in temperature.

The heat of fusion is the number of

kilocalories required to change one

kilogram of a substance from the

solid to the liquid phase at its

melting point, with no change in

temperature

This is an application of conservation of energy

to heat.

This is an operational definition. If the temperature

is not specified, it is approximate because the heat

capacity of water is a function of temperature.

Specific heats are numerically the same ill all systems

of units.

Minimum quantitative requIrements are limi ed to

applications of the relationship AQ = mciit and

exchange problems involving two objects.

The term "phase" is used instead of "state to avoid

confusion with other conditions, such as state of

equilibrium.

Te energy absorbed or liberated in a change of phase

does not change the average internal kinetic energy,

cnd does not produce a change of temperature. It does,,

however, produce a change in molecular potential energy

The same amount of energy is liberated when an equal

mass of the substance freezes.

Minimum.quantitative requ rements are limited to

applications of the relat'onship Q mHf
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b. Heat:of
vapor-

ization

VII. Kinetic Theory
of.Gases

A. Pressure

B. Gas laws

The heat of vaporization is the number
of kiloealories required to change

one kilogram of a substance from the

liquid to the gaseous phase at the

boiling point with no change in

temperature.

Gases are composed of molecules in
constant random motion. In gases of

low denSity, the average distance of
separation of moleaules iS large in,
comparison with their diameters and
the total, actual volume of the gas

moleCules is-negligible in
comparison with the volume occupied

by the gas.

In gases of low density, the forces

between molecules are considered to

be negligible.

Pressure Ancerted by a gas is due to

collisions of gas, molecule§ with-the

walls of the centainer.

Ihe product of the pressure and
volume of an ideal gas ip directly
proportional to the product of the
number of molecules and the

absolute temperature.

The same
mass of t
o -rapori

work is d

Minimum q
applicati

Wnimum 2
involving
and tempe



Understandin s and Fundame tal Conce ts lementary Information

The heat of vaporization is the number

of kilocalories required to change

one kilogram of a substance from the

liquid to the-gaseous phase at'the

boiling point with no change in

temperature.

Gases are composed of molecules in

constant random motion. In gases of

low density, the average distance of

separation of molecules is large in

comparison with their diameters and

the total actual volume of the gas

molecules is negligible in

comparison with the volume occupied

by the gas.

In ses of low density, the forces

between molecules are considered to

be negligible.

Pressure .exerted by a gas is due to

collisions.of gas molecules with the

walls of the centainer.

The product of the pressure and

volume of an ideal gas ip directly

proportional to the product of the

number of molecules and the

absolute temperature.

The same amount of energy is liberated when an equal

mass of the substance condenses. The heat

of vaporization is a constant onlyuwhen no external

work is done.

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

applications of the 2elationship Q = mHv

Minim requtrements are limited to simple proportions

involvino the relationships among pressure, volume,

and temperature for a fixed mass of gas.
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WAVE PHENOMENA

Understandings and Fwndamental Concepts

Introduction to A wave is a vibratory disturbance Wave phe:

Waves that is propagated from a source, an under.

5tlidy of

A. Transfer of
energy

B. Pulses and
periodic waves .

or.a periodic wave.

A distin.

space.

distinct:

the distl

medium f:

waves, o:

the mate:

do not mi

For some
example,

are peric
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behavior;

Many of
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fer of mass between the points.

A wave may be classified as a pulse
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WAVE PHENOMENA

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A wave is a vibratory disturbance

that is propagated from a source.

'

Wave motion transfers energy

one point to another with no .9'-

fer of mass between the points.

A wave may be classified as a pulse

or a periodic wave.

14

LPIX.11f°1111atial

Wave phenomena may be introduced by pointing out that

an understanding of wave phenomena is needed for the

study of sound and 117ht.

A distinction is made between a mat rial medium and

space. The word "material" is used to emphasize the

distinction between a medium and space. For example,

the disturbance in, a wave may be a displacement of the

medium from its rest position as in water waves, sound

waves, or waves in a rope or spring. The particles of

the material medium vibrate around rest positions, but

do not move along with the wave as dues the energy.

For some waves no material medium is necessary. For

example, light, radio, and other electromagnetic waves,

are periodic disturbances in electromagnetic fields.

Wave behavior in a material medium can be studied most

easily and used to establish typical patterns of wave

behavior. 4

Many of the phenomena ,of periodic waves, such as

reflection, refraction, diffraction and interference,

can be studied both qualitatively and quantitatively

using a ripple tank: With the aid of a stroboscope

quantitatiVe measurements of frequency, wavelength, and

velocity can be made.

Compact and convenient apparatus is now available from

most suppliers to demonstrate wave characteristics using

microwaves.

Transfer of mass does not refer to the vibration of

particlps around rest positions.

Wave concepts are introduced by a consideration of

pulses and periodic waves in a material medium. Later

these concepts are used in the study of light and

other forms of electromagnetic radiation.



Topics

1. Pulses in a

material

medium

a. Speed

b. Reflection

and trans-

mission

2 Periodic

waves

C. Types of wave

motion

1. Longitudinal

waves

2- Transverse

waves

a. Polari-

zation

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A pulse is a single vibratory

disturbance which moves from pc)

to point.

In a uniform material medium

pulse has a constant speed-

When a pulse reaches a boundary with

a different medium, part of the pulse

will be reflected at. the boundary

and part will be transmitted through

the second medium.

A periodic wave is a series

regular disturbances.

Two simple types of wave motion are

longitudinal and transverse.

In longitudinal waves the distur-

bance is parallel to the direction

of travel of the wave.

In transverse waves the disturbance

is at right angles to the direction

of travel of the wave.

A transverse wave is polarized when

the disturbance is in a single plane.

Longitudinal waves cannot be polarized.'

ementar

A pulse through a material medim

oscillation of the particles arou

Use a coiled spring or a rubber t

characteristics) Superposition w

this point.

The speed of a pulse depends upor

properties of the medium, and, tc

on the nature of the pulse.

In some cases, practically all of

reflected; for example, by a pand

ripple tank.

Development is limited to 8inple

Longitudinal waves are sometimes

waves. Sound waves and compress

spring are examples of longitudi

Electromagnetic waves and waves

of transverse waves. The distur

plane perpendicular to the direc



Understandin s and Fundamental Conce ts

A pulse is a single vibl-atory

disturbance which moves from po nt

to point.

In a uniform material medium, a

pulse has a constant speed.

When a pulse reaches a boundary with

a different medium, part of the pulse

will be reflected at the boundary

and part will be transmitted through

the second medium.

A periodic wave is a series of

regular disturbances.

Two simple types of wave motion are

longitudinal and transverse.

In longitudinal waves the distur-

bance is parallel to the direction

of travel of the wave.

In transverse waves the disturbance

is at right angles to the direction

of travel of the wave.

A transverse wave is polarized when

the disturbance is in a single plane.

Longitudinal waves cannot be polarized.

A pulse through a material medium causes an

oscillation of the particles around a reSt position.

Use a coiled spring or a rubber tube to show these

characterAtics. Superposition may be introduced at

this point.

The speed of a pulse depends upon the nature and

properties of the medium, and, to a lesser degree

on the nature of the pulse.

In some cases, practically all of the pulse will be

reflected; for example, by a pane of glass in a

ripple tank.

Deve opment is li2nited to simple sinusoidal waves._

Longitudinal waves are sometimes called compressional

waves. Sound waves and compressional waves in a

spring are examples of longitudinal waves.

Electromagnetic waves and waves in a rope are examples

of transverse waves. The disturbance may be in any

plane perpendicular to the direction cf the wave motion.



Topics Understanding- and Fundamental Concepts

Other types
of waves

II. Common Character-

istics of Periodic
Waves

A. Frequency

*B. eriod

C. Amplitude

D. Phase

WavelengtIL

Other s of waVes are possible.

Frequency is the number of cycles
occurring per unit time.

The .period is the.time required for
the completion of a cycle. It is the
reciprocal of the frequency.

.The. amplitude:olthe 14ave is the

maxiMUILdisplaCeMentof:a-particie
.

of the medium from .the .rest..position

Points on a periodic wave having
the same displacement from their

equilibrium position and moving in
the same direction are said to be in
phase.

The wavelength is the dis ance
between two consecutive p ints in
phase.

Large occ

transverE

Waves of

transmitt

A cycle,
changes

the medi-

repeatin

The "cyc

HERTZ, w

acceptan

Note tha
dimensio

Minim=

applscat

In the li

is gener
such as

of air,

ThisAdefi
sinusoid

Wavelengt

peak-to-p
zeros.



acs Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

types

ves

acter-

eriodic

Other types of waves are possible.

Frequency is the number of cycles

occurring per unit time.

The period is the time required for

the completion of a cycle. It is the

reciprocal of the freqUency,

The amplitude of the wave is the

maximum displacement of a particle

of the medium from the rest position

Points on a ptriodic wave having

the same displacement from their

equilibrium position and moving in

the same direction are said to be in

phase.

The wavelength is the distance

between two consecutive points in

phase.

Sujplementary Information

Large ocean wave include both longitudinal and

transverse vibrations and are called elliptical waves.

Wav s of "twist", called torsional waves, may be

transmitted by a thin metal rod.

A cycle, as applied to a wave, consists of series of

changes occurring in orderly sequence be means of which

the medium returns to its initial condition prior to

repeating the series.

The "cycle per second" has recently been given the name

HERTZ, with the symbol Ha . The term is gaining

acceptance but is not required.

Note that the cycle is dimensionlessi hence, the

dimension of frequency is t4 (sec -I)

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

1
appl cation of the relationship T =

In the literature of wave motion the word displacement

is generalized to include any physical disturbance,

such as changes in a transverse electric field, density

of air, or density of an electron cloud

This definition of phase is limited to simple

sinusoidal waves of constant amplitude.

Wavelength may be measured in a material medium from

peak-to-peak, trough-to-trough, or between alternate

zeros.



'CS

*F. Speed

1. Effect of

medium

Dispersive

medium

Non-

dispersive

medium

C. Doppler effect

1. Sound

yaderstais apst Fundaiiental Conp

The speed of a wave is equal to the

product of the frequency and the

wavelength.

The speed of a wave depends on the

properties .(:)f the medium.

A dispersive medium is one in which

the speed of a wave depends on its

frequency.

A nondispersive medium is one in

which the speed does not depend on

the frequency.

The Doppler effect is the variation

in an observed frequency when there

relative motion between source and

receiver.

§2Eh

Minimum quan itative requi

applications of the relati

When a wave passing from a

experiences a change in sp

wave does not change. The

is determined by the frequ

Discussion of this relatia

refraction of waves i5 stc

Glass is a dispersive medi

Dispersion may be observed

Air and water are nondispe

of low amplitude.

No medium is involved in t

is magnetic waves.

There is an increase in observed

pitch when the distance between source

and receiver is decreasing.

There is a decrease in observed

pitch when the distance between

source and receiver is increasing.

WaVc.

propagation

1. Wave fronts A wave front is the locus of adj cent

points of the wave which are in

phase.

:if the distance between tl

is changing at a constant

is constant, though highe

Application. ofae Dopple

waves-will.be stUdied '1st



speed of a wave is equal to the

uct of the frequency and the

length.

speed of a wave depends on the

erties of the medium.

spersive medium is one in which

speed of a wave depends on its

quency .

iondispersive medium is one in

ch the speed does not depend or,

! frequency.

Doppler effect is the variation

an,observed frequency when there is

ative motion between source and

:eiver.

.ire is an increase in observed

:ch when the distance between source

I receiver is decreasing.

.,re is a decrease in observed

tch when the distance between

zee and receiver is increasing.

StjpplEELtriirk form, _Aim

Minimum quantitatwe requirements are limited to

applications of the relationship 2) = f A.

When a wave passing from one medium to another

experiences a change in speed, the frequency of the

wave does not change. The wavelength in the new medium

is determined by the frequency and the new speed.

Dijcussion of this relationship may be left until the

refraction of waves is studied.

Glas- is a dispersive =edium for light.

Dispersion may be observed in a ripple t k.

Air and water are nandispersive media for so- d waves

of low amplitude.

No medium is involved in the transmission of electro-

magnetic waves.

If the,distance between the source and the receiver

is changing at a constant rate, the observed pitch

is constant though higher than the transmitted pitch.

.AppliCatiOn-ef:the. Doppler-effect 'to electromagnetic

studiedlatir,

wave front is the locus of adj

ints of the wave which are i

ase.



Topics

2. Huygens'

principle

III.Periodic Wave
Phenomena

A. Reflection

RefractiOn

Snell's

'law

Linde di and Fundamental Concepts

Every point on a wave front may be

considered a source of wavelets with

the same speed.

Periodic waves can be reflected from
the boundaries of a medium.

The incident ray, the reflected ray,

and the normal to the surface are all

in the same plane.

When a wave is reflected from a

surface, the angle of inCidence is

equal to the angle of reflection.

Refraction is the change in the
direction of a wave that occurs when

the wave passes obliquely through a

boundary with a change in its speed.

The ratio of the:sine of the angle

of incidence to the.sine.of,the angl

of-..refraction'is-a:cOnStantcalled
the.relative indek 'ofiefraCtion.

The incident ray, the refracted ray,

and the normal to the boundary are
all in the same plane.

This provid.

the known sl

later time.

This may be

Minimum quo-

applteationE
1

A very use

le n ain

A medium o

sometimes s

Snell's _law

- light is. stm

Quantitativ(

ripple tank



Understandinp andjundamental_ Concepts

Every point OR a wave front may be

considered a sou ce of wavelets with

the same speed.

Periodic waves can be reflected fr m

the boundaries of a medium.

The incident ray, the reflected ray,

and the normal to the surface a e all

.in the same plane.

When a wave is reflected from a

surface, the angle of incidence is

equal to the angle of reflection.

Refraction is the change in the

direction of a wave that occurs when

the wave passes obliquely through a

boundary with a change in its speed.

The ratio of the sine of the angle

of incidence to the sine of,the angl

of refraction is a constant,called

the relative index of refraction.

Suulementaq Information

This provides a geometrical method for finding, from

the known shape of a wave front the shape at some

later time.

This may be introduced when diffraction is studied.

lve requirements are limited to

n
ein -2

.c(Pplioation0 -thq-- re latwnsnip K.
sin 6 n

-2 1-

The incident ray, the refracted ray,

and the normal to the boundary are

all in the same plane.

A very useftl form of Snell's lo for problem solving

-kmedium of-relatively higher Index -of-refraetion is-
_ _ .

:Sometimes said tohave-kgreatefoptical-density.

'Snellls l6vmaY-110. develoind.-ihen refraction.of

Aghtls studied

Quantitative work with refrAction.is difficult" in a



Topics

2. Speed and

refraction

C. Diffraction

D. Interference

1. Super-

position-

a. Construc-

tive in-

terference

b. Destruc-

tive in-

terference

2. Two sources

in phase

Understandings and Fundamental Conce-

When a wave enters a new medium and

there i, a decrease in speed, the

wave bends toward the normal.

When a wave enters a new medium and

there is an increase in speed, the

wave bends away from the normal.

Diffraction is the spreading of a

wave into the region behind an

obstruction.

Interference is the effect produced

by two or more waves which are

passing simultaneously through a

region.

The resultant disturbance is the

algebraic sum of-the-disturbances

dueto the individual waves.

Maximum constructive interference

occurs at points where the two waves

are in phase.

Maximum destructive interference

occurs at points where the phase

difference is 1800.

Two wave sources operating in phase

in the same medium produce wave

trains that will form symmetrical

interference patterns where they

cross each other.

Destructive interference occurs at

points where the path distances to

the two sources differ by an odd

number of half wavelengths.

ts

34

u leme

Since the frequency of the

source, the change in velo

a change in the wave-lengt

From the geometry of the

wave fronts, teachers may

sine
= = 1

X
1

sine
2

This concept may be explai

principle.

If the compon nt disturban

the resultant disturbance

Destructive interference i

difference between the wav

are the same.

Where two crests or two t

or trough of increased amp

interference). Where a t

a point .of minimum distur

interference). Nodal lin

interference and represen

the path difference to th



Understandings and Fundamental .911ELs_

When a wave enters a new medium and

there is a decrease in speed, the

wave bends toward the normal.

When a wave enters a new medium and

there is an increase in speed, the

wave bends away from the normal.

Diffraction is the spreading of a

wave into the region behind an

obstruction.

Interference is the effect produced

by two or more waves which are

passing simultaneously through a

region.

The resultant disturbance is the

algebraic sum of the disturbances

due to the individual waves.

Maximum constructive interference

occurs at points mhere the two waves

are in phase.

Maximum destructive interference

occurs at points where the phase

difference is 180°.

Two wave sources operating in phase

in the same medium produce wave

trains that will form symmetrical

interference patterns where they

cross each other.

Destructive interference occurs at

points where the path distances to

the two sources differ by an odd

number of half wavelengths

uulementary Information

Since the frequency of the wave depends only on the

source, the change in velocity of the wave results in

a change in the wave-length.

From the geometry of the refraction of two successive

wave fronts, teachers may wish to show that

sine
2

This concept may be explained in terms of Huy ns'

principle.

If the component disturbances are vector quantiti

the resultant disturbance is a vector sum.

Destructive interference is complete when the phase

difference between the waves is 1800 and their amplitudes

-are thesame.

Where two crests or two troughs come together, a crest

or trough of increased amplitude i5 formed (constructive

interference). Where a trough and a crest come together

a point .of minimum disturbance results (destructive

interference). Nodal lines result from destructive

interference and represent the loci of points where

the path difference to the source is n 1/2) A.



Topics

Standing
waves

a. Reflec-
tion

IV. Light

*A.Speed

In space

In a
material
medium

Underst2ndings arid Fundamental Concepts

Standing waves are produced when two
waves of the same frequency and
amplitude travel in opposite direc-
tions in the same medium.

Standing waves are most commonly p o-
duced by the reflection of a wave
train at the fixed boundar'r -f the
medium.

Light is an electromagnetic disturb-
ance that can produce the sensation
of sight'.

The speed of light is equal to the
product of the frequency and wave-
length.

The speed of light in space is an
important physical constant.

The speed of light in a material
medium is dependent on the frequency
and the medium.

Standiu
with th
string

When th
occurs

reflect
generat

t t
Stress
lengths

Various
may*be

Minimum
applic

An appi
speed o

The sp
.its sp

The speed of light in a medium is
always less than i speed in a
vacuum

B.Reflec ion lagSt.maYbereflected: The d
here.



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Standing waves are produced when two

waves of the same frequency and

amplitude travel in opposite direc-

tions in the same medium.

Standing waves are most commonly pro-

duced by the reflection of a wave

train at the fixed boundary of the

medium.

Light is an electromagnetic disturb-

ance that can produce the sensation

of sight-.

The speed of light is equal to the

product of the frequency and wave-

length.

The speed of light in space i

important physical constant.

Supplementary Information

Standing waves in a stretched string may be shown

With the aid of a sonometer. Paper riders on the

string will show the location of nodes and antinodes.

When the medium is limited such that reflection

occurs at both ends, and the distance between the

n A
reflecting surfaces is standing waves are

2
generated.

Quantitative treatment is not required.

Stress that in any specific case, only specific wave-

lengths are permitted.

Various methods used for measuring the speed of light

may be discussed.

Minimum quantitative requirements are Vwnited to

application of the relationships c = fl.

an An appreciation of the magnitude and importance of

speed of light:should be developed.

The speed of light in a material

medium is dependent on the frequency

and the medium.

The speed of light in a medium is

always less than its speed in a

vacuum.

he

The speed of light in-air is approximately the same as

its speed in vacuum.

Light may be eflected. The definition ,and method, of using rays are appropria e

here.

0



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

Law of

reflect

The incident ray, the reflected ray,

on and the normal to the surface at the

point of incidence are in the same

plane.

Regular

reflection

, Diffuse

reflection

C. Refraction

EEL Index of

The angle of reflection is equal to

the angle of indidence.

Regular reflection is reflection

produced by polished surfaces

usually producing an image of the

source,

The image formed by a plane reflect-

ing surface is virtual, erect, and

the same size as the object, object

and image distances are equal.

Diffuse reflection is the .scattering

of light caused by reflection from

irregular .suxfaces.

Light crossing a boiindary obliquely

is refracted if its,speed changes.

The index of refraction of a medium

refraction is the ratio of the speed of light in

a vacuum to its speed in the material

medium.

The law of reflec_i-n

in the construction o

The law of reflection!

since the surface is

surface are not paral

scattered.

The relationship bet-

refracted.ray is des

The reversibility o

The speed of light

speed in free space.

refraction of air ca

applications of Snel



Understandings and Fundamental_Concepts

The incident ray, the reflected ray,

and the normal to thp surface at the

point of incidence are in the same

plane.

The angle of reflection is equal to

the angle of incidence.

Regular reflection is reflection

produced by polished surfaces,

usually producing an image of the

source.

.The image formed by a plane reflect-

ing surface is virtual, erect, and

-the same size as the object.; object

and image distances are equal.

Diffuse reflection is the scattering

of light caused.by reflection from

irregular surfaces.

Light crossing a boundary obliquely

is refracted if its speed changes.

The index of refraction of a medium

is the ratio of the speed of light in

a vacuum to its speed in the material

lemsy Information

The law of reflection and ray diagrams should be used

in the construction of plane mirror images.

The law of reflection holds for each light ray, but

since the surface is irregular, the normals to the

surface are not parallel and the reflected light is

scattered.

The relationship between the incident ray and the

refracted ray is described by Snell's law.

The reversibility of light rays should be stressed.

The speed of light in air il nearly equal to its

speed in free space. For most purposes the index of

refraction of air can be taken as unity



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Cancepts

ED2. Critical The critical angle is the angle of This can
angle incidence for which the angle of greater

refraction is 90-. velocity

Minimum

apphicat

Total Total internal reflection occurS when
ternal light is incident on a surface at an
reflection angle greater than the critical angle..

Dispersion Dispersion 'is the separation of poly- Differen
chromatic light into its component as diffe
wavelengths as the light enters a
disPersive-medium obliquely.

Pol chromatic light contains waves of
different frequencies.

In a material mediuM .eaCh'frequency
has its..own- index of refraCtion;
therefere, polkchromatic light may be
dispersed.

D. Lenses Raquirem

Converging A converging lens is one that is This is
lenses thicker at the middle than at he is great

edges and converges parallel rays o
light.

Images Converging lenses can form both
real and virtual images.

real image is formed when two or
more rays leaving one object point
meet at a corresponding image point.

-Thechar
by 'drawl

Real im



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The critical angle is the angle of

incidence for which the angle of

refraction is 90°

Supplementary_Information

This can occur only when the angle of refraction is

greater than the angle of incidence; that is, when the

velocity of the light increases.

Min mum quantitative requizements are 'limited to

applications of the relationship sin Oc =

Total internal reflection occurs when

light is incident on a surface at an

angle greater than the critical angle,.

Dispersion is the separation of poly- Differences in

chromatic light into its component as differenCes

wavelengths as the light enters a

dispersive medium obliquely.

Polychromatic light contains waves of

different frequencies.

In a material medium each frequency

has its own index of refraction;

therefore, polychromatic light may be

dispersed.

A converging lens is one that is

thicker at the middle than at the

edges and converges parallel rays of

light.

Converging lenses can form both

real and virtual images.

.formed . when twe.or

moreHraysleavinuoneebjectjoint:.

frequency of light waves affect the eye

ill Color.

Requirements are limited to thin lenses in air.

ThiS is .true if the index.ofjefraction-of
the lens

-is greaterthan that..ef the- .Surrounding_iedium.

. :The-.charatteristics of the image should be.obtained

brArawing4ay:diagrams...

Real images may be projected on a screen.



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Cencepts Su

A virtual image is subjective in that

it appears to form where an image

could not possibly exist because r-ys

do not actually intersect at the

image point.

* b. Size and

distance

of

images

Virtual imge cannot be '

When a bundle of rays whic

source passes through an o

incident on the eye as a

then focused on the retin

the rays as coming from t

cone. The virtual image e

observer's,eye..

0,

The size and location of thelimage

can be calculated from the fOcal

length of the lens and the position

and size of the object.

2. Diverging

lenses

E. Wave nature.of
.

light.

. Interference

of light

Coherent

sources

A diverging lens is one that is

thinner at the middle than at the

edge and diverges parallel rays of

light.

A diverging lens can produce only a

virtual image.

Much of the behavior of light can be

interpreted in terms of wave

phenomena.

Interference phenomena c

prOduced only by waves.

...interference..patterns may.rbe

:.Prodticed by light. Therefore light

has ave--,preperties..

Sources that produce waves,with a
4

constant phase relation. are said to

be coherent.

Minimum qwtitative requs

use of ray diagrcs and t

. 1 1
relationshsps,

The sign conventions speci

left of the lens, and the

of the lens as positive.

focal length is positive.

Only ray diagrams are rect

The Cornell slit-film may

interference phenomena.

asers produce coherent



derstandings and Fundamental Conce ts

virtual image is subjective in that

t appears to form where an image

ould not possibly exist because rays

o not actually intersect at the

mage point.

Supplementary

Virtual images cannot be formed on a screen.

When a bundle of rays which originated at a point

source passes through an optical system and is

incident on the eye as a diverging cone of rays and

then focused on the retina, the observer interprets

the rays as coming from the vertex of the diverging

cone. The virtual image exists by virtue of the

observer's eye.

e size and location of the image

an be calculated from the focal

length of the lens and the position

nd size of the object.

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited

use of ray diagrams and to applications of the

relationships = and
1 1 1

di

he

The sign conventions specify the object position on the

left of the lens, and the image position on the right

of the lens as positive. For converging lenses the

focal length is positive.

k diverging lens is one that is

thinner at the middle than at the

?Age and diverges parallel rays of

light.

N. diverging lens can produce only a

virtual image.

tach of the behavior of light can

interpreted in terms of wave

Aummena.

[nterference phenomena c

)roduced only by waves.

be

Only ray diagrams are required for diverging lenses.

The Coraell slit-film may be used to observe various

interference phenomena.

[nterference patterns may be

)roduced by light. Therefore, light

las wave properties

ieurces that produce waves,-with a

:onstant phase relation, are said to

)e coherent.
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Mb. Double Light from two coherent point sources

slit produces a stationary in erference

pattern.

c. Single

slit

Young produced two co

from a single source

crucial experiment le

wave theory of light.

Light from a point or line source is

diffracted and produces interference

patterns when passing through a single

narrow slit.

The width of the central maximum

varies directly as the wavelength

and inversely as the width of the

slit.

d Resolution When light passes through an opening

of limited size it is diffracted. If

two sources are close, their dif-

fraction patterns may overlap.

The resolution of an optical instru-

ment is a measure of its ability to

separate images of objects that are

close together.

Thd

Diffrction gratings

presented at this tini

cen

Diffraction pattern

Ainimum requirement

diffraction pattern

among wavelength, s

pattern.

'ilhis.places a theore

possiblevithan opt'



derstandings and Fundamental Conce ts

Light from two coherent point sources

produces a stationarr interference

pattern.

.§32.12.111

Young produced two coherent sources by passing light

from a single source th7ough a double slit. This

crucial experiment led to the general acceptance of the

wave theory of light.

nimum quantitative requirements are limited to

applications of the relationship n A = d x, where n = 1

Diffraction gratings and the spectroscope may be

presented at this time.

Light from a point or line source is

diffracted and produces interference

patterns when passing through a single

narrow slit.

The width of the central maximum

varies directly as the wavelength

and inversely as the,width of the

slit.

When light passes through an opening

of limited size it is diffracted. If

two sources are close, their dif-

fraction patterns may overlap

r4

Diffraction pattern for monochromatic light

Minimum requirements areJimited to rec

diffraction pattern and qualitative relationships

among waveZengthi slit widths and the diffraction

pattern.

of the

The resolution of an optical instru-

ment is a measure of its ability to

separate images of objects that are

close together.

This places a theoretical limitation on the magnification

possible with an optical instrument.

The resolut on varies directly as

thediameter of the opening.



Topics

e. Thin

films

Understandin s and Fundamental Concepts

Interference effects, produced by

thin films, are caused by a differ-

ence in the optical paths of light

reflected from the two surfaces of

the film.

Maximum constructive interference

occurs when the path difference is

an even number of half wavelengths.

ill'inimum rep'

identical phc

the film, fb:

light.

If change of

should be ini

studied,

Transverse

nature of
light

F. Electromagnetic

radiation

Electro-

magnetic

spectrum

The polarization of light waves is

evidence of their transverse nature.

Electromagnetic radiations are tr s-

verse wave disturbances that are

propagated through space with the

speed of light.

Electromagnetic radiations are

generated by accelerating charged

particles.

The electromagnetic spectrum includes

radio waves, infrared, visible light,

ultraviolet x-rays, and gamma rays.

The different effects on receivers

are due to difference- in frequency.

Light is a small portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum.

The developmE

electric and

The divisionE

ranges of frc

derived from

frequency rar

As the freque

radiation bec

Minimum requi
standings of
and propert



inderstandin d Fundame t l Con e

Interference effects, produced by

thin films, are caused by a differ-

ence in the optical paths of light

reflected from the two surfaces of

the film.

Maximum c Astructive interference

occurs when the path difference is

an even number of half wavelengths.

SupplementarI Information

Minimum requirements axe limited to films in which

identical phase shifts occur at both surfaces o_

the film, far normal incidence and monochromatic

light.

If change of phase on reflection is considered,

should be idtroduced when pulse reflection is

studied,

The polarization of light waves is

evidence of their transverse nature.

Electramagnetic radiations are t s- The development of this concept may be delayed until

verse wave disturbances that are electric and magnetic fields have been studied.

propagated through space with the

speed of light.

Electromagnetic radiations are

generated by accelerating charged

particles.

The electromagnetic spectrum includes

radio waves, infrared, visible light,

ultraviolet, x-rays, and gamma rays.

The different effects on receivers

are due to differences in frequency.

Light is a small portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum.

The divisions are not well defined but rather represent

ranges of frequency which overlap. The names were

derived from the types of sources as well as from the

frequency ranges.

As the frequency increases, the wave nature of the

radiation becomes less apparent.

Minirni. requirements are limited to qualitative r-

standings of the re a ive frequencies, wavelengths,

o:nd properties of the various portions of the spectrum.



Topics

Sources of
electro-

magnetic
radiation

a. Con-
tinuous

spectra

Line

spectra

Unders andings and Fundamental Concepts

Electromagnetic radiation may be

produced by various sources.

Continuous spectra are produced by
incandescent solids and liquids and
by incandescent gases under extremely

high pressure.

Line spectra are produced by luminous
gases and vapors at low pressures.
Line spectra originate in the atoms
of the chemical elements.

Other t .es

of closely
produced.

molecular i

Doppler
effect

Electromagnetic radiations exMbit
the Doppler effect.

If the distance between the source
and the receiver is decreasing, there
is an increase in the observed
frequency.

If the distance between the source
and the receiver is increasing, there
is a decrease in the observed
frequency.

Since the 5
the observe
fA = c.

Some types

The radial
spectral sh

The speed o
the Doppler
it transmit

When radar

frequencY a
abjec
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Electromagnetic radiation may be

produced by various sources.

Continuous spectra are produced by

incandescent solids and liquids and

by incandescent gases Under extremely

high presSure.

Line spectra are produced by luminous

gases and vapors at low pressures.

Line spectra originate in the atoms

of the chemical elements,

Su plementary Information

Other types of spectra called band spectra, consisting

of closely spaced spectral lines, are sometimes

produced. They have their origin in molecules or

molecular ions.

Electrpagnetic-radiations e

the Doppler effect.

ibit Since the speed is constant in space, the changes in

the observed frequency and wavelength are such that

fA = c.

If the distance between the source

and the receiver is decreasing, there

is an increase in the observed

frequency.

If the distance between the source

and the receiver is increasing, the

is a decrease in the observed

frequency.

Some types of radar depend on the Doppler effect.

The radial velocity of stars may be found by their

spectral shift.

The speed of an earth satellite may be determined from

the Doppler shift in the frequency of the radio waves

it transmit

When radar waves are reflected from a moving object

frequency of the reflected wave is increased if the

object is approaching the receiver.

The random motion of molecules in a gas discharge tube

results in a spreading of each observed spectral line

due to a Doppler shift

the



Topics Understandin s and Fundamental Concepts_

I. Static Static electricity deals lidel The term 1;

Electricity elzctrical charges at rest. charge in ;

he implied

motion.

A. Micro- The basic unit of molecular structure Since this

structure of is the atom. 7-8-9 and

matter
atomic str

Three of the units of which atoms are

composed are electrons protons, and

neutrons.

Electrons are negatively charged,

protons are positively charged, and

neutrons are neutral.

The protons ana neutrons are found in

the nucleus of the atom.

The electrons are found outside the

nucleus.

Neutral atoms have equal numbe s of

electrons and protons.

Protons are not readily removed from

the nuclei of atoms.

Protons in

forces. P

explain wh

ferred in

The elect4
proton thl
are equal



ELECTRICITY

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Static electricity deals with..

electrical charges ai rest.

The basic uni

is the atom.

of molecular structure

Three of the units of which atoms are

composed are electrons, protons, and

neutrons.

Electrons are negatively charged,

protons are positively charged, and

neutrons are neutral.

The protons and neutrons are found in

the nucleus of the atom.

The electrons are found-outside the

nueleus.

Neutral atoms have equal numbers o

electrons and protons.

The term 'at rest' indicates that the net flow of

charge in any given direction is zero. It should not

be implied that the charges themselves are not in

motion.

Since this material is usually covered in science

7-8-9 and in chemistry, only-a-brief review of

atoiic structure should be necessary at this point.

Protons are not readily removed from

the nuclei of atoms.

Protons in the nucleus are held together by nuclear

forces. Protons are relatively massive. These facts

explain why electrons rather than protons are trans-

erred in a charging process.

ihe electron has the smallest negative charge, and the

proton the smallest positive charge. These charges

are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.



Topics

B. Charged

objects

C. Transfer of
charges

1 Conservation

pf charge

Separation

of charge

by contact

Conduction

Induction

Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

An object .which has a deficiency of

eleCtrOnS is .Charged positively;one

which has an excess of .electrons is

charged negatively; and one with an
equal number of electrons and protons
is neutral...

Unlike charges attract and like
charges repel.

Charg s may be transferred from one
object to another.

In genera

of electr

Use the e
of an ele

'The het charge in a closed system is ThiS fund;

constant.

When different neutral objects are
brought together, electrons:may be
transferrod:'frompne to the-other.

A neutral object may become charged
by contact with a charged object.

An object charged by conduction
acquires the same kind of charge as
the charging object.

Induction is a process by which a
charged object causes a redistri--

bution of the charges of another
object without contact.

Oipet. Induction
.

bk1epippt4illy,-,--gbjuhdint...:.it--,while: -it...

chargedl.:1:.obj efi4#0
.opposite to that of the charging :obj:pc

28

It may be

Pair prodt

charge.

This is LI!

contact.

A neutral
because o

obj ect



Understandings and Fundamental Conce

An object which has a deficiency of

electrons is charged positively; one

which has an excess of electrons is

charged negatively; and one with an

equal number of electrons and protons

is neutral.

Unlike charges attract and like

charges repel.

Charges may be transferred from one

object to another.

The net charge in a closed system is

constant.

When different neutral objec

brought together, electrons ay be

transferred from one to the other.

5WlETItarY_In- rmation

In general, matter becomes charged through a transfer

of electrons.

Use the electroscope to show the presence and nature

of an electric charge.

Th s fundamental law should be stressed.

It may be pointed out that this law applies universaliy

Pair production is an example of conservation of

charge.

This is usually accomplished by rubbing to increase

ontact.

A neutral object may become charged

by contact with a charged object.

An object charged by conduction

acquires the same kind of charge as

the charging obj ect

Induction is a process by which a

charged object cauSes a redistri-

bution of the charges of another

object without contact.

An object may be Charged by induction

by temporarily grounding it while it

is near to, but not touching, a

charged object It acquiresa cliarge

opposite to that of the charging object

2

A neutral object is attracted by a chargeo object

because of a redistribution of charge on the neutral

object.



Tppics

D. Elementary

charges

Quantity of

charge

oulomb's

law

Understandings and Fundamental Conce

Any charge is made up of integral

multiples of a minimum charge called

the elementary charge.

The charge of the electron is one

negative elementary charge.

The charge of a pro on is one positive

elementary charge.

The quantity of charge a body

possesses depends on its excess

deficiency of electrons.

The unit of charge in the MKS system

is the coulomb

The force between fixed point charges

is directly proportional to the

product of the charges and inversely

proportional to the square of the

distance between them.

When a charged object is brought near

another charged object, a force acts

on each object.

Evidence -for the g3

of charge will be !

an electric field 1

The coulomb is doff_

will be considered'

One coulomb repres

_18
6.25 x 10 electr

has a magnitude of

constants need not

of their magn'tude

Minimum quantitati

applfccqtion of the

pa:4242
2

mately 9 x lO'

me, rized.

or

ne

Charged objects ma

When 'they are smal

them.



Understandings and Fundamental Conce s

Any charge is m.,de up of integral

multiples of a minimum charge called

the elementary charge.

The charge of the electron is one

negative elementary charge.

The charge of a proton is one positive

elementary charge.

The quantity of charge a body

possesses depends on its excess or

deficiency of Plectrons.

The unit of charge in the MKS system

is the coulomb.

The force between fixed point charges

is directly proportional to the

product of the charges and inversely

proportional to the square of the

distance between them.

When a charged object is brought near

another charged object, a force acts

on each object.

29

Supplementary Information

Evidence for the granular nature

of charge will be studied after the coneept of

an 'electric field has been introduced.

The coulomb is defined in terms of the aipere which

will be considered in a later section.

One coulomb represents an excess or deficiency of

6.25-x 10
18

electrons. The elementary charge, e,

-19
has a magnitude of 1.6 x 10 coulotb. These

constants need not be.memorizedi but on appreclation

of their Magnitude should be developed.

Minimwn quantitative-requtrements a ited to
application of the relationship:

q1q2- .q1q2
F1-7, or F = k . 7he value of k, qppro

2
e

mately 9 x

memortzed.

need not be

coul

Charged objects may be considered to be point charges

when they are small compared to the distance between

them.



Topics

OG. Electric

fields

Undersandings_and Fundamental_Concepts_

An electric field is said to,exist in

any region of space in which an

electric force acts on a charge.

An electric field exists around every

charged object. The electric field

intensity is a vector quantity.

The magnitude at a. point, is equal

to the electric fortt_per unit charge,

The direction of.the field is the

direction of-the force on a positive

charge.

1. Field a ound The field around a point charg

a point radial.

charge

The intensity of the field varies

inversely with the square of the

distance from the point charge.

The field around a charged conducting

sphere acts as though all the charge

were concentrated at the center. The

field within a charged conducting

sphere is zero.

Suppl

Minima quantitative

applications of the 1

Similarity between el

charge or a uniform4

gravitational field c

Prom the relation E =

exerted on a charge i

product of the charge

the MKS system the un

comparison, the gravi

(g = -) can be expres

For any charged condu

to its surface.

The field around a un

to that of L. point ch

This inverse square I

experimentally to a 11

Field around The field aroun a uniformly charged

a uniformly rod is radially' directed and its

charged rod inten_sity varies' inversely with the

distance from the rod.

It should be pointed

not follow the inver



erstandings and Fundamental Co ce

electric field is said to exist in

y region of space in which an

lectric force acts on a charge,

electric field exists around every

harged object. The electric field

ntensity is a vector quantity1

e magnitude at a point, is equal

o the electric force per unit charge,

he direction of the field is the

irection of the force on a positive

harge.

he field around .a point charge

adial.

e intensity of the field varies

nversely with the square of the

istance from the point charge.

e field around a charged conducting

phere acts as though all the charge

ere concentrated at the center. The

ield within a charged conducting

phere is zero.

Supplementary Informa ion

I I FW I I =T

Minimum quantitative reqwements are limited to

applications of the relationship E
q

Similarity between electric field around a point

charge or a uniformly charged spherical body and the

gravitational field around a sphere may be pointed out.

From the relation E = it follows that the force

exerted on a charge in an electric field is the

product of the charge and the field intensity. In

the MKS system the unit for E is in nt/coul. In

comparison, the gravitational field strength

(g = can be expressed as newton/kilogram.

For any charged conductor, the field lines are normal

to its surface.

The field around a uniformly charged sphere is similar

to that of a point charge.

This inverse square law relationship has been verified

experimentally to a high degree of accuracy.

he field around a uniformly charged

od is radially directed and its

ntensity varies inversely with the

'stance from the rod.

It should be pointed out that this relationship does

not follow the inverse square law.



TRpics

Field

between two

parallel

charged

plates

4. Electric

potential

H. Potential'

difference

Th- volt

.LIE42141Egs and _Fundamental Conce

The field between two parallel

-charged plates is essentially uniform

if thedistance between the plates

is small.compared to the dimensions

of the plate's.

The electric potential at any point

in an electric field is the work

required to bring a unit positive

charge from infinity to that point.

The potential difference between

two points in an electric field

is the change in energy per unit charge

as a charge is moved from one point to

the other.

-Th6M1(4:iini

. is theyolt.

:eiectrip41.potential

The volt is a potential difference

that exists between two points if one

joule of work is required to transfer

one coulomb of charge from one point

to the other against the electric

force.

The electron An electron volt is the energy

volt required to.move one elementary

.charge through a potential difference

of one volt.

The essentially u

parallel plates p

force on'a given

When a charge is

electric field, w

potential energy

When the charge m

is done by the fi

charge is decreas

In both cases ene

The similarity be

potential energy

)1.
applications

oylesvolts =
coulomb

=

. .

a

ivi.va
plications of

electron
.VQttS element

1 electronvolt
2.60 x
eimen

e values nee

1 vO

a

a



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The field'between two parallel

charged plates is essentially uniform

if the distance between the plates

is small compared to the dimensions

of the plates.

The electric potential at any point

in an electric field is the work

required to bring a unit positive

charge from infinity to that point.

The potential difference between

two points in an electric field

is the change in energy per unit charge

as a charge is moved from one point te

the ether.

Supplemeptary Information

The essentially uniform nature of the field between

parallel plates produces a very nearly constant

force en a given charge placed anywhere in the field.

When a charge is moved against the force of an

electric field, work is done on the charge, and the

potential energy of the charge is increased,

When the charge moves in response to the field, work

is done by the field and the potential energy ef the

charge is decreased.

In both cases energy is conserved.

The similarity between electric and gravitational

potential energy should be noted.

The MKS unit.of electrical potentiaL

is theloit.

The volt is 4 potential difference

that exists between two points if one

joule of work is requirtd te transfer

one coulomb of charge from. one point

te the other against the electric

force.

nimum quantstative requirements are

applications of the relationship,

ted o

volts = joules .

coulomb

An electron volt is the energy

required to-move ene elementary

charge through a potential difference

ef ene volt.

MininrLun -atiVe'requireihent

:applications. o

_OZta.

eled

e.--
-1 vc elnenycge

ed to



To ics

Electric

field in

terms of

electric

potential

Grarular nature
charge. The

Millikan
experiment

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The .intensity of an electric_field

may.be expressed in terms of the'

change -in potential/unit distance

,(volts meter).

of Millikan measured the forces on

charged oil drops in a uniform

electric field. He found that the

electric forces were always integral
multiples of a small constant. Since

the force is proportional to the

charge; it follows that there is
fundamental unit of charge.

II. Electric
current

a

The relai

shown as

Volts . =

Volts = r

meter c

Minimum c

reiationE

HTheJund
-is the'. C

An electric current is a flow o

electric charge.

A. Conductivity

in solids

Solids vary in their ability

conduct an electric current.

The conductivity of solids depends on

the number, of free charges per unit

volume.

Since th
use of s

speaking
which ar

In gener

and nonm

47



Understanddamental Conce ts LITELmentary. Information

The intensity of an electric field

may be expressed in terms of the

change in potential/unit distance

(volts/meter ).

i.111116
Millikan measured the forces on

charged oil drops in a uniform

electric field. He found that the

electric forces were always integral

multiples of a small constant. Since

the force is proportional to the

charge, it follows that there is a

fundamental unit of charge.

An electric current is a flow of

electric charge.

.Solids vary in their ability to

conduct an electric current.

The-cOndUCtiVity of solidsdependS on

the number of free charges per unit

VoluMe.

The relationship between v m and n coul. may be

shown as follows

joules nt .m.
Volts

coul. coul.

Volts = nt1

meter coul.

Minimum quantitative requirements are

relationship, E 11.

d to the

The fundamental unit of charge (the elementary arge)

is the charge of an electron or proton and is

-19
equal to 1.6 x 10 coulomb.

Since the word current" means a flow of charge, the

use of such phrases as "current flow" is, strictly

speaking, redundant. However, the use of terms

which are in general use may clarify concepts.

In general, metals are good conductors of electricity

and nonmetals are poor conductors.

32
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B. Conductivity

in liquids

C. Conductivity

in gases

Conductors are substances in which

there are many free electrons.

Insulators are substa ces in which

there are few free electrons.

Liquids vary in their ability to

conduct an electric current.

Many chemical compounds, called

electrolytes, dissociate in aqueous

solution into positively and negatively

charged particles called ions. In

such solutions both positive and

negative ions are free to move;

therefore, the solutionsican condu t

an electric current.

Ionized gases electric

current.

Gases, wh.ich are normally composed

almost entirely of neutral molecules,

May be ionized by suchineans as high

energy radiation, electric fields,

and.collisionS with particles.

In an. ionized 'gas ,there may be

poSitive: ions, negative -ions, and

electrons whieh'are free to move.

D. Conditions A potential difference is required to

necessary fr maintain a flow of charge between two

a current points in a conductor.

No solid is a perfect

solids, such as glass

conductivity is so lov

they may be considerec

Some materials whose

metals and insulators

Water is the most comn

solutions.

Metion Of positive chc

equivalent to motion c

other direction.

Experimen , in electr

granular nature of clu

Ionized gases, known

common phase of matte

found in space outsid(

stars, the streams ofi

and the Van Allen bel

of this fourth phase



andings and Fundamental Concepts

luctors are substances in which

7e are many free electrons.

Ilators are substances in which

re are few free electrons.

lids vary in their ability to

duct an electric currentq

entary

No solid is a perfect insulator, but in some

solids, such as glass and fused quartz, the

conductivity is so low that, for practical purposes

they may be considered nonconductors.

Some materials whose resistivities lie between

metals and insulators are called semiconductors.

y chemical compounds, called
Water is the most common solvent in electrolytic

ctrolytes, dissociate in aqueous solutions.

ution into positively and negatively

rged particles called ions. In

h solutions both positive and

ative ions are free to move;

Tefore, the solutions can conduct

electric current.

ized gases conduct ele ic

rent.

ts, which are normally composed

ost entirely of neutral molecules,

'be ionized by suchmeans as high

Tgy radiation, electric fields,

1 collisiOns with particles.

an ionized gas there may. be

;itive ions, negative ions, and

3ctrons which are free to move.

mtential difference is required to

intain a flow of charge between two

ints in a conductor.

48

Motion of positive charges in one direction is

equivalent to motion of negative charges in the

other direction.

Experiments in electrolysi5 may be used to show the

granular nature of charge.

Ionized gases, known as plaSma, are the fourth and most

common phase of matter in the universe. Plasma is

found in space outside our protective atmosphert. The

stars, the streams of ions that radiate from the stors,

and the Van Allen belts around our planet are examples

of this fourth phase of matter.



Topics Understandings and Fundamental ConcT_ts

Unit of
current

Resistance

Unit of
resistance

The unit of Current is the ampere The ampe:

It is a'fundamental unit.

A current of one ampere transfers
Charge at the rate of one coulOmb

per second.

Resistance is the rati6 of the
potential differenCe across a con-

ductor to the current in it.

AC consu

The MKS unit of resistance is the ohm. The symbc

The resistance in ohms is the ratio
of.the.potentiai difference in volts

to thecurrent in a4eres.

Resistance The resistance of a conductor of This relz

in conduc- uniform cross-section and composition is the rE
tors varies directly as its length and

P is its
inversely as its cross-sectional area. cross-sec

of this

In the mE

is defini

1 meter I

or 20° C

Ohm's law Generally, in metals the ratio of Ohm's la

potential difference to current is Ohm's la

constant at constant temperature. a genera

This relationship is known as Ohm's relation

law. temptrat
is of gr

34

In vacu
electrol

49



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The unit of current is the ampere.

It is a fundamental unit.

A current of one ampere transfers

charge at the rate of one coulomb

per second.

Resistance is the ratio of the

potential difference across a con-

ductor to the current in it.

pplementa

Th- ampere will be defined later under magnetisi

AC considerations are excluded.

The MKS unit of resistance is the ohm. The symbol ItU is used to represent the ohm.

The resistance in ohms is the ratio

of the_potential. difference in volts

to the current in ampereS.

The resistance of a conductor of

uniform cioss-section and composition

varies directly as its length and

inversely as its cross-sectional area.

Generally, in metals the ratio of

potential difference to current is

constant at constant temperature.

This relationship is known as Ohm's

law.

This relationship is expressed as R = Pit , where R

is the resistance of the given conductor in ohms,

P is its resistivity, L is its length, and A is its

cross-sectional area. Only a qualitative understanding

of this relationship is required.

In the metric system the resistivity of a substance

is defined as the resistance of a cube with edges

1 meter long.at a given temperature (usually 0° C

or 20° C).

Ohm's law is usually expressed mathematically as V = IR.

Ohm's law is specific for.certain materials and not

a general-law of electricity. However, since this

relationship holds for metallic conductors at constant

ttmperature found,in,ordinary electric circuits it

is of great practical importance.

In vacuum tubes, transistors,,gas dischargesi and

electrolytic ,cells, the relationship may not be linear.

34



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Temperature

G. Conservation of

charge and

energy in

electric

circuits

.Conservation

of- charge-.

2 Conservation

of energy

In general, the resistance of metals

increases with increasing temperature.

The resistance of nonmetal's and

solutions usually decreases with

increasing temperature.

A circuit-is a closed path in

which a current can exist.

Circuit components may be connected'

in series, or in parallel, or in

combinations of these.

Me algebraic sum of the currents

entering ank circuit junction is

equal to zero.

The algebraic sum of all the potential

drops and applied voltages around a

complete circuit is equal to zero.

At extremely lov

no measurable rE

known as supercc

In some material

the relationshir

depends upon tilt

Aqnimum requirep

standing of seri

individually.
not be required.

Internal resistc

However, these L

laboratory work

The correct metl-

and voltage shot

construction of

This is Kirchofl

For any point ir

entering the pof

currents 1eavi4

-This is Kirchofi

For any simple e

is equal to the

The relationshil

resistance in D

Kirchoff's laws



Understandijkgs and Fundamen_al Concepts

in general, the resistance of Metals

increases with' increasing teinprature ,

The r sista= of nonmetals And

solutions Usually decreases with'

increasiq temperature.

A circuit is A closed path in

which a current can exist.

Circuit,components may be connected

in series', OT in parallel, or in

combinationS of these.

The algebraic sum of the currents

entering any circuit junction is

equal to zero.

The algebraic sum.of all the potential

drops and applied. Voltages around a

complete cirCuitiseqUaI-to ;en,

Supplementary

At extremely low. temperatures some materials have

no measurable resistance. This phenomenon is

known as superconductivity.

In some materials, for example certain semiconductors,

the relationship between temperature and resistance

depends upon the temperature-range.

Minimum requlrements will be limited to an un

standing of series and parallel D.C. circuits

individually. Series-parallel combinations will

not be required.

Diternal resistance and line drop are not required.

However, these concepts may be discussed when doing

laboratory work on circuits.

The correct method of using meters to measure current

and voltage should be discutsed. Details of the

construction ofmeters are.not required.

This is Kirchoff's first law.

For any point in a circuit the sum of the currents

entering the point is equal to the sum of the

currents leaving it,

This is Kirchoff'- second law.

For any simple circuit, the sum of the voltage drops

is equal to the applied voltage.

The relationships among current, voltage, and

resistance in D.C. circuits may be derived from

Kirchoff's laws, and Ohm's law.



Topics

Series

circuits

Parallel

circuits

-.Electric,

poWer

Understandin s and Fundamental Concepts

A series circuit is. one in which there

is only one'current path.

In a series circuit

* the current is the same in all its

components.
* the total resistance is the sum of

the resistances of its components.
*-thepotential drops across the
individual components are pro-
portionaiyto their resistances.

* the sUm of the potential drops is
the same as the total applied

potential.

A parallel tircuit.is .one in which

there is more than one current path.

In a.parallei circuit
0
the potential drop is the same
across each branch of the circuit.

.2 the total current is the sum of the
branch currents.

o
the sum of the reciProcals of the
_branch- resistances,equals the

reciprocal.of the combined

resistance.

Electric power is the time rate at
which electrical energy is expended.

For conductors which obey Ohm's law,

the power in watts is equal to the
product of current in amperes and the
potential difference in volts.

Minimwn que
applicatio
relationsh:

It

Minimum quc

ships:
i

Since the

done per u

=
joule

P
coul.

From the r

V = IR. T

Minimum qu
applicatio

current



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A series circuit is one in which there

is only one current path.

In a series circuit

o the current is the same in all its

components .

o the total resistance is the sum of

the resistances of its components.

o the potential drops across the

individual components are pro-

portional to their resistances.

o the sum of the potential drops is

the same as the total applied

potential.

A parallel circuit is one in which

there is more than one current path.

In a parallel circuit

o the potential drop is the same

across each branch of the circuit.
o
the total current is the sum of the

branch current!.

° the sum of th&reciprocals of the

branch resistaros,,equals the

reciprocal of the cpmbined

resistance.

Electric power is the time rate at

which electrical energy is _expended.

For conductors utich obey Ohm's law,

the power in watts is equal to the

product of current in amperes and the

potential difference in volts.

lenient ary Information

Minimum quantitative requirnents are limited to

applications of Area kw and the following

relationships:

2

11=+.# 1.)-
t

v
v2

R = r + r
2

r

O 9

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

applications of Ohm's law and the following relation-

ships:

= V =

Since the drop in poten_ial represents the Work

done per unit charge, it follows that, in MKS units,

, joules coul joules
atts,

coul. sec. sec.

From the relations4p above, P m VI. From Ohm's law

IR. Thus, P = I2R.

hinimum quantitative requ rements are limited to

applications involving relationships among power,

current, voltage, and resistance.



pcs

Electric

energy and

heat

III.Magnetism

A. Magnetic force

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts Supp

The relationship betwe

power should be discus

The energy used in an electric circuit

is the product of the power developed

and the time during which the flow of

charges persists..

In addition to gravitational:and

electrostatic forces; there is also

a magnetic..force.

A magnetic force is a force between

charges in relative Itotion.

Minimum quan itative r
applications of the re

Energy transPrred =

Energy in joules may b

using the constant in

Point outthat this re

principle of conservat

be made to Joule's ori

Convenient forms are:

2
2 V-

= I-R = t, and

The general properties

compass should be fami

of these concepts may .

this section.

B. Magnetic. field A-magnetitfield'ekists in a region.- MagnetiClields eXist

where magnetit:forceS may be detected. and electric'cu rentS.



Understandin,s and Fundamental Concepts 'Supplementary information

The relationship-between electrical and mechanical

power should be discutsed.

The energy used in an electric circuit

is the product of the power developed

and the time during which the flow of

charges persists.

In addition to gravi ational and

electrostatic forces there is also

a magnetic force.

A magnetic force is a force between

charges in relative motion.

A Magnetic field .eXists in A-region

where magnetic forces may be detected.

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

applications of the relationships,

Energy trcriwferred = VIt = I2Rt = Ft.

Energy in joules may be converted to kilocalories

using the constant in the reference table.

Point out that this relationship assumes the

principle of censervation of energy. Reference may

be made to Joule's original work.

Convenient forms are':

_2
v2

I Rt Q = t and Q = Vit,

The general properties and uses of magnets and the

compass should be familiar to students A review

of these concepts may serve as aft introduction to

this section.

Magnetic fields exist in the regions around magnets

and electric currentS.



Topics-,

Direction

2 Magnetic

flux lines

Flux

density

a. Perme-

ability

Understandings ahd F- damental Concepts

The direction of the field is, by

convention, the direction in which the

N-pole of a compass would point in the

field.

A magnetic field is maPped by magnetic
. The MK$

flux lines lines of foroe)i

Magnetic flux lines are imaginary

lines useful..in mapping a, field. The

lines show the direction of the. field.

Flux:lines always form closed paths and

never cross.

The flux density is the number of flux

lines per unit area and is proportional

to the intensity of the field. It is

the force exerted per unit current per

unit length when the current is

perpendicular to the field.

Permeability is the property of a

material which changes the flux

density in a magnetic field from its

value in a vacuum.

of I

For testing pap

newtons
be

ampere meter

Recently,.this un
tesla is T.

The field strengt

gauss. A gauss i

weber
A

2
is equa

meters

The symbol for fl

sometimes called-

The permeability

of a vacuum which



Understandings and Fundame tal Concepts Supplementary InforMation

The direction of the field is, by

convention, the direction in which the

N-pole of a compass would point in the

field.

A magnetic field is mapped by magnetic

flux lines (lines of force),

Magnetic flux lines are imaginary

lines useful in mapping a field. The

lines show the direction of the field.

Flux lines always form closed paths and

never cross.

Ile flux density is the number of flux

lines per unit area and is proportional

to the intensity of the field. It is

the force exerted per unit current per

unit length when the current is

perpendicular to the field.

Permeability is the property of a

material which changes the flux

density in a magnetic field from its

value in a vacuum.

The MKS unit of flux is the weber.

For testing purpo_es the units of /7

newtons webers
be or

ampere meter square meter

n ity will

Recently, this unit was named tesla. The symbol for

tesla is T.

The field strength of magne s is commonly measured in

gauss. A gauss is the cgs unit of flux density.

weber . . __4
A is equal to 10 gauss.

2
meters-

The symbol for flux density is B. Flux density is

sometimes called magnetic induction.

The permeability of air is nearly the same as that

of a vacuum which is one.



ToRics

4 Magnetic

field around

a straight

conductor

. Magnetic

field around

a loop

6 Magnetic

field around

a solenoid

C. Force ona

current-carrying

conductor in a

magnetic field

D. Force between

two straight

parallel

conductors

Understandin s and Fundamental cppcopts

The magnetic lines of force caused by

a current in a straight conductor are

concentric circles around the

conductor, in a plane perpendicular

to the conductor.'

,1-113131E

The direction of the fie]

appropriate hand rule.

The field of a loop carrying a cur ent The polarity can be detel

is such that the faces of the loop show rule.

polarity.

The lines of magnetic flux around a

solenoid emerge from the N-pole of the

solenoid and enter the S-pole.

Inside a solenoid the lines of force

are nearly parallel to its axis and

perpendicular to its faces.

The magnetic field streng.h of a

solenoid is proportional to the

number of turns, the current, and

the permeability of the core.

A force is exerted-on a current-

carrying conductor in a magnetic

field, if the conductor is not

parallel to the magnetic flux. The

force is perpendicular to both the

field and the current.

The force between two straight

'parallel conductors in space is

proportional to the product of their

currents and inversely proportional

to the'distance between -them.

If the current directions are the

same, the- force is one of attraCtion.

If the current are

54
39

A solenoid having a ferrc

electromagnet. The fielc

core adds to the externa:

The field strength of a !

its shape.

The direction of the forc

considering the increase

of the conductor (additii

the other side (subtract

the force can also be clei

appropriate hand rule.

This relationship is use

ampere is defined as tha

present in each of two p

length and one meter apa

a force of exactly 2 x 1



Llalendarnental Conn ts lementa Information

Themagnetic lines of force caused by The direction of the field can be determined by the

a current in a straight conductor are .appropriate hand rule.

concentric circles around the

conductor, in a plane perpendicular

to the conductor.

The field of a loop carrying a current The polarity can be determined by the appropriate hand

is such that the faces of the loop show rule.

polarity.

The lines of magnetic flux around a

solenoid emerge from the N-pole of the

solenoid and enter the S-pole.

Inside a solenoid the lines of force

are nearly parallel to its axis and

perpendicular to its faces.

The magnetic field strength of a

solenoid is proportional, to, the

number of turns, the current, and

the permeability of the core.

A force is exerted on a current-

carrying conductor in a magnetic

field, if the conductor is not

parallel to the magnetic flux. The

force is perpendicular to both the

field and the current.

The force between two straight

parallel conductors in space is

proportional to the product of their

currents and inversely proportional

to the distance between. them.

If the current directions are the

same, the force is:one of attraction.

If the current directions are:

39

A solenoid having a ferromagnetic core is known as an

electromagnet. The field of the atomic magnets in the

core adds to the external field.

The field strength -f a solenoid is also affected by

its shape.

The direction of the force may be determined by

considering the increase of flux dens,ity on one side

of the conductor (additive fields) and the decrease on

Ahe other' side (subtractive fields). The direction of

the force can also be determined by using an

appropria e hand rule.

This relationship is used to define the ampere. One

ampere is defined as that unvarying current which, if

present in each of two parallel conductors of infinite

length and one meter apart in free space, will produce

.7
a force of exactly 2 x 10 newtons per meter of length.



Topics_ Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

opposite, the force is one of

repulsion.

E. Magnetic ef ects Charges in motion produce magnetic

of moving fields and are affected by them.

charges

1. Force on a
moving charge

Force on a

loop or

solenoid

a. The

galvano-
meter

F. Magnetic nature
of matter

The force on a charge moving in a
magnetic field is proportional to
the charge, the flux density, and the

component of the velocity
perpendicular to the field.

The direction of the force is
perpendicular to the field and to

the velocity.

A single loop or a solenoid carrying

a current experiences a torque in

a magnetic field.

This torque applied to a coil
proVides the..basiS. for...the operation

of the:galvanometer and.the..electric

MOtOr.

All substances exhibit magnetic
properties.

40

The col.

the amt

The fol

fields

Wnimun
appliec

veioci?

A meth(

shauld

Amovir
parallf

when tl

No detc

Diamag

parama
These

magnet
rev!,



Understandinis_aa

opposite, the force is one of

repulsion.

fects Charges in motion produce magnetic

fields and are affected by them.

Supplementary Information

The coulomb is the charge transferred by a current of

the ampere in one second.

The force is due to the interaction of the magnetic

fields of the two currents.

a The force on a charge moving in a Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to
large magnetic field is proportional to applications of the relationship, F = qvB, where the

the charge, the flux density, and the velocity and field are perpendicular1

component of the velocity 1

perpendicular to the field.

The direction of the force is

perpendicular to the field and to

the velocity.

a A single loop or a solenoid carrying

a current experiences a torque in

a magnetic field,

This torque applied to a coil

o- provides the basis for the operation

of the galvanometer and the electric

motor,

ure All substances exhibit magnetic

properties.

A method for determining the direction of the force

should be presented.

A moving charge experiences no force when moving

parallel to a magnetic field; the force is maximum

. when the motion is perpendicular to the field.

No details of the construotiOn of _eters are required.

Diamagnetic substances reduce the flux density;

paramagnetic substances increase the flux density.

These effects are generally weak except for ferro-

magnetic substances which are strongly paramagnetic.

40



Understandings and Fundamental Conce-. _ _

The field around a permanent magnet

is due to atomic currents revolving

and'spinning electrons'

Field around Certain natural substance are magnets1

a permanent

magnet Magnets may be made.

IV. Electromagnetic

Induction

Magnets attract magnetic materials.

The attractive force is concentrated

at regions known as poles.

Like poles repel each other and

.unlike poles attract.

The continuous lines of magnetic

flux associated with a magnet emerge

from the north pole and enter the

south pole.

An electric potential is induced

across a conductor when relative

motion between the flux and the

conductor produces a change in the

flux linked by the conductor.

The magnitude ofthe indueed,potential

is proportional to-the rate at whith.

'the flux linked:by the, conductor chang s.

If the conducter is part of a complete

circuitthe induced Ntential. produces

a current in the circait.

Atoms of magnetic m;

microscopic clustu.

Within a domain, th.

Normally,thermal

of the domains.

In a magnetic field

of others.

If the boundaries p.

the substance iS a :

A changing magnetic



Understandin and Fundamental Conce.ts
Supplementary Information

The field around a permanent magnet

is due to atomic currents (revolvinL

and spinning electrons

Certain natural
substance are magnets,

Magnets may be made.

Magnets attract magnetic materials.

The attractive force is concentrated

at regions known as poles.

Like poles repel each other and

unlike poles attract.

The continuous lines of magnetic

flux associated with a magnet emerge'

from.,the north pole and enter the

south pole.

An electric potential is induced

across a conductor when relative

motion between the flux and the

conductor produces a change in the

flux linked by the conductor.

The Magnitude of the induced. potentW

is proportional to the rate at whith.

the flux linked-by the conductor changes.

If the conduct:it iS part of a complete

circuit, the induced potentia RrOduces

a Current in the circuit.

Atoms of magnetic materials are grouped in

microscopic clusters called domains,

Within a domain, the fields of the atoms are additive.

Normally,thermal
agitation causes a random arrankement

of the domains.

In a magnetic field, some domains grow at the expense

of others.

If the boundaries
persist after removal of the field,

the substance is a permanent magnet.

'A changing magnetic field constitutes a moving field.



Topics

ak. Magnitude of

an induced

electromotive

force

Generator -

principle

V, .Electromagnetic

radiation

Understandin s and Fundamental Conceit

The direction of the induced current

issuch that its magnetic field

opposes the change that induced

The magnitude of an induced electro-

motive force is directly proportional

to the flux density, the length of

the conductor, and tht speed of the

conductor relative.to the flux.

A conducting loop rotated in a uniform

magnetic field experiences a

continual change in the total

magnetic flux lines linking the loop.

This change induces a Totential

across the ends of the loop which

alternates in direction and varies

in magnitude between zero and a

maximum.

The magnitude of the i7Auced potential

is proportional to the component of

the velocity perpendicular to the

field and the intensity of the magnetic

field.

When the loop is part of a complete

circuit, the,induced potential causes

a current in the lobp. Since the

induced potential is alternating,

the current is,an alternating current.

Accelerating charges ienerate electro-

magnetic radiations which are

propagated by an interchange of energy:

between electric and magnetic fields.

SE

This relationship

wcample of the law

Minimum quantitatit

applications of thE

the velocity and I%

The direction of tl

determined by an

When the plane of

field, the induced:

I

When the plane of

the induced po ent

If electromagnetic

pnly be reviewed n

taken up at this p

Periodic electroma

Oscillating charge



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The direction of the induced current

is such that its magnetic field

opposes the change that induced

The magnitude of an induced electro-

motive force is directly proportional

to the flux density, the length of

the conductor, and the speed of the

conductor relative to the flux.

A conducting loop rotated in a uniform

magnetic field experiences a

continual change in the total

magnetic flux lines linking the loop.

This change induces a potential

across the ends of the loop which

alternates in direction and varies

in magnitude between zero and a

maximum.

The magnitude of the induced potential

is proportional to the component of

the velocity perpendicular to the

field and the intensity of the magnetic

field.

When the loop is part of a complete

circuit, the induced potential causes

a current in the loop. Since the

induced potential is alternating,

the current is an alternating current.

Accelerating charges generate electro-

magnetic radiations which are .

propagated-by an interchange of energy

between electric and magnetic fields.

2921nEIRELILIfigation

This relationship is known as Lenz's law and is an

example of the law of conservation of energy.

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to

applications of the relationships E = 51v where

the velocity and field are perpendicular.

The direction of the induced potential may be

determined by an appropriate hand rule.

When the plane of the loop is perpendicular to the

field, the induced potential is zero.

When the plane of the loop is parallel to the field,

the induced potential is a maximum.

If electromagnetic radiation was studied.earlier, it need

only be, reviewed.now .0therwise that section should be

taken.up at- this.point,

Periodic electromagnetic radiation is caused by'

*Mating charges. -



Topics

VI. Electron Beams

A. Thermionic

emission

B. Electron beams

inan electric

field

C. Control of

electron beams

D Charge to mass

ratio

Understandin s and Fu damental ce ts

IncandeScent Ob'ec s emit eiectrons.

In an electriC field between two

conductors theelectrons move from the

cathode to the plate. The cathode is

negative.and the plate is positive.

Electron beams are controlled by

electric and/or magnetic fields.

In an electric, field the beam is

deflected by a forcewhich is parallel

to the field and directed toward the

positive plate.

In a magnetic field the beam is

deflected by a force which is

perpendicular to both the beam and

the field,

The ratio of the charge on an electron

to its mass can be determined by

measuring the effects of a known

magnetic field on a beam of electrons

of known kinetic energy.

A beam of electrons of known kinetic

energy can be obtained by accelerating

them in a known electric field. This

method is used to determine the ratio

of charge to mass of other particles.

43

A space charge will

objects which will i

electrons.

An appropriate hand

the direction of del

The
in

atio may be c

Since the electror

ences centripetal

The electron gain

through a change i

Therefore, the pot

kinetic energy gai

1 2
mv = (2 ) a

2

Dividing both sidE

Since the centripE

by the magnetic fi



Understandings and Funpmental Concepts Supplementaryjnformation

IncandeScent objects emit electrons,

In an electric field between two

conductors the electrons move from the

cathode to the plate. The cathode is

negative and the plate is positive.

Electron beams are controlled by

electric; and/or magnetic fields.

In an electric field the beam is

deflected by a force which is parallel

to the field and directed toward the

positive plate.

In a magnetic field the beam is

deflected by a force which is

perpendicular to both the beam and

the field.

The ratio of the charge on an electron

to its mass can be determined by

measuring the effects of a known

magnetic field on a beam of electrons

of known kinetic energy

A beam of electrons of known kinetic

energy can be obtained by accelerating

them in a known electric field. This

method is used to determine the ratio

of charge to mass of other particles.

A space charge will be developed around incandescent

objects which will impede the continued emission of

electrons.

An appropriate hand rule should be used to determine

the direction of deflection.

2. ratio may be obtained in the following way:

Since the electron follows a curved path it experi-

ences centripetal acceleration. v

c r

1
The electron gains kinetic energy (,-mv

2
) by moving

2

through a change in electrical potential (V).

Therefore, the potential energy (Ve) lost equals the

kinetic energy gained by the electron.

1 2 2 2Ve
mv Ve (2) and v (3)

2

v2 2Ve
Dividing both sides of (3) by r: = ( )

r m

Since the centripetal force on the electron provided

by the magnetic field is equal to Bev,



Topics Understandin s and Fundamental Clasgts

E. Mass of the Since the charge of an electron is

electron known from Miiiikan's oil-drop

experiment, the mass of an electron

can be determined from the charge to

mass ratio.

Bev = F = ma =

2Ve
Bev = m

mr

From (3) v =

Substituting in

Be
21

Since V an

This reiationsh

44



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Since the charge of an electron is

known from Milliken's oil-drop

experiment, the mass of an electron

Cali be determined from the charge to

mass ratio.

Bev = F . ma

Bev = in
r2Ve

'mr

From ( V =.

Supplementary Information

2Vem(
mr

Substituting in (6)

E-
4(177- 2Ve 2V

B- m and
iii mr

B
2
r
2

Since V, B and r can be measured, lei-r may be obtained.

This relaftonship and its derivation are not required.



I. Dual Nature of

Light

A. Wave phenomena

B. Particle

phenomena

1. Photo-

electric

effect

ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Understandings and Fundame tal Conce s
.

Light exhibits the characteristics of This duality is true fc

waves and particles.

Interference, polarization, and

diffraction can be uxplained only on

the basis of a wave theory.

The photoelectric effect- can be

explained only on the basis of

a particle theory.

The photoelectric effect is the

emission of electrons from an object

when certain electromagnetic radiation

strikes- it.'

The rate of emission of photoelectrons

depends on the intensity of the

incident radiation.

The maximum energy of photoelectrons

depends only on the frequency of the

incident radiation and the nature of

the surface.

For each phOto-:emissive material there

is a minimuM frequency'belew which no

photoelectrons will be emitted.

The dual nature of mati
1

1

Sowe phenomena are me

use of the wave modei

more appropriate for

A review of these pften

According to the wave

be related to.the int

radiation should caus

if sustained long eno

The.emission of pho o



ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

Light exhibits the characteristics of This duality is,

waves and particles.

Interference, polarization, and

diffraction can be explained only on

the .basis of a wave theory.

The photoelectric effect can be

explained only on the basis of

a particle theory.

The photoelectric effect is the

emission of electrons from an object

when certain electromagnetic radiation

strikes it.

The rate of emission of photoele( o _s

depends on the intensity of the

incident radiation.

The maximum energy of photoelectrons

depends only on the frequency of the

incident radiation and the nature of

the surface.

For each photo-emissive mateTial there

is a minimum frequency below which no

photoelectrons will be emitted.

Supplementary Information

ie for all electromagnetic radiation.

The dual nature of matter will be studied later.

Some phenomena are more easily explained by the

use of the wave model while the particle model is

more appropriate for others.

A review of these phenomena may be useful.

According to the wave theory, the maximum energy should

be related to the intensity of the radiation and any

radiation should cause the emission of photoelectrons

if sustained long enough.

The.emission of photoelectrons is a randomphenomenon.



Topics Uncle standing! and Fundamental Conce-

IL The Quantum

Theory

A. The quantum

*1. Planck's

constant

B. Explanation

of photo-

electric

effect

1. Photon

Photo-

electric

equation

The quantum theory was developed to

explain phenomena which could not be

explained by the classical theory.

Atomic oscillato s emit or absorb

electromagnetic radiation only in

discrete amounts called quanta.

The ehergy of each quan um is propor-

tional to the frequency of the

radiation.

The constant of proportionality be-

tween the energy of a quantum of elec

tromagnetic radiation and its

frequency is called Planck's constant

The photoelectric effect could be

explained tTassuming that electro-

magnetic radiation is quantized.

The distribution c

explained by assun

is emitted or absc

this theory at the

Minimum quantitati

applications of

the energy of the-

h = Planck's const

the frequencyl

cyc es/Sec. (The!

he memorized.) I

A photon is a quantum of light energy.

The photons of the electromagnetic

radiation act individually and their

energies are proportional to their

frequency and, therefore, inversely

proportional to their wavelength.

The maximum kinetic energy of the

released electrons is a linear

function of the frequency of the

photons.

46

In 1905 Einstein

was always quanti

quanta existed on

-This relationship

Minimum quanti at

application of th

The work Anction

The slope of the

The intercept en

below which photo

material.



Understandings and Fundamental Conce

The quantum theory was developed to

explain phenomena whin could not be

explained by the classical theory.

Atomic oscillators emit or absorb

electromagnetic radiation only in

discrete amounts called quanta.

The energy of each quantum isi)ropor-

tional to the frequency of the

radiation.-

The constant of proportionality be-

tween the energy of a quantum of elec-

tromagnetic radiation and its

frequency is called Planck's constant.

The'photoelectric effect could be

explained by assuming that electro-.

magnetic radiation is quantized.

A photon is a quantum of light energy.

The photons of the electromagnetic

radiation act individually and their

energies are proportional to their

frequency and, therefore, inversely

proportionalto their wavelength.

The maximum kinetic energy of the

released electrons is a linear

function of the frequency of the

photons.

LipjisaEt ary Inforrnat ion

The distribution of black body radiation can be

explained by assuming that 6lectromagnetic radiation

is emitted or absorbed ,as quanta. Planck announced

this theory at the close of the nineteenth century.

Minimum quantitative requtremee ited to

applications of the relationship, E = hf, where E is

the energy of the electromagnetic radiation in iibute

-34
h =. Planck's constant (6.63 x 10 joule-sec), and

the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation in

cycles/Sec. (The value of Planck's constan need not

be memorized.)

In 1905 Einstein proposed that electromagnetic radiation

was always quantized whereas Planck had proposed that

quanta existed only in the neighborhood of the emitter.

hc
This relationship may also be expressed as E =

Minimum quantitative requirements are limited to the

application of the relationship,
Ek (max) kf -ws

The work !Unction, w, depends upon the material.

The slope of the function above is Planck's constant.

Thedntercept on the frequency axis is the frequency

below which photoemission will not occur for the

material.



Topics.

a. Threshold

frequency

C. Photon-particie

collisions

1. Photon

momentum

D. Matter waves

Undersamdings and Fundamental Concepts

The miniMuM:frequency needed to eject

an electron from the surface of a

material is called the threshold

frequency.

Theenergy associated with the

threshold frequency is called the

work function of the material.

Both energy and momentum are conserved

in photon-particle collisions.

The momentum of. a photon is inversely

proportional to its wavelength.

Movi g particles have wave properties.

The wavelength of a particle is

inverselrproportional to its

momentum.

Compton used x-rays fi

in '_922.

The Compton effect is

conservation of energ:

collisions. The mome:

as p =
E hf h

F c

Altough the photon c;

a force, it does not ;

In any frame of refer'

with the speed of ligi

De Broglie made this

on his intuitive feel:

that the dual nature c

nature of matter.

Theoretically, all ma-

Unier ordinary circum:

is not significant. r:

cance when they are lc

diffraction patterns

length of such partic

momenta: For example

constant and p = my f

relative to the speed
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The tiniium frequency needed to eject

an electron from the surface of a

material is called the threshold

freciuency.

The energy associated with the

threshold frequency is called the

work function of the material.

Both energy and momentum are conserved

in,photon-particle collisions.

The momentum of a photon is inversely

proportional to its wavelength.

Moving particles have wave properti

The wavelength of a particle is

inversely proportional to its

momentum.

Supplementary Information

Compton used x-rays for his photon-particle collisions

in 1922.

The Compton effect is explained in terms of the

conservation of energy and momentum in photon-particle

collisions. The momentum of the photons is expressed

E hf h
as p = - 7

Although the photon carries momentum and can exert

a force, it does not and cannot have rest mass.

In any frame'of reference in space the photon moves

with the speed,of light and cannot be at rest.

De Broglie made this proposal ih.1924. It was based

on his intuitive feeling that nature is symmetrical,

that the dual nature of light is matched by a dual

nature of matter.

Theoretically, all matter has wave characteristics.

Under ordinary circumstances the wave nature of objects

is not significant. The waves have particular signifi-

cance when they are long enough to produce

diffraction patterns which can be observed. The wave-

length of such particles is determined from their

momenta: For example, A = where h is Planck's

constant and p = mv for low energies (speed small

relative to the speed of light).



III. Models of the

atom

Understandings and Fundamental Concept

A. The Rutherford On the basis of scattering experiments
model of the Rutherford proposed a model_in which
atom the positive charge of an. atom, and

most of the mass, are considered to

,be concentrated in a small dense

core called the nucleus of.the atom

with electrons widely separated from

the nucleus. Most of the atom is

space.

1. The alpha

particle

2..Alpha

particle-

scattering

The alpha particle is a helium
nucleus,which'consists of two protons

and two neutrons.

Most of the alpha particles directed

at a thin metal foil pass through
without being,deflected. .Some are

scattered.through angles ranging up

to 180 degrees.

Davisson ar

with movirq

were eqL.,1

Alpha parti

wereiobserl.

The distrih

their scatt

Many natura
particles.

results in
alpha decay

Energies of

and 9.0 Mev

7
1.5 x 10 m/

The unexpec

experiment

through ver
both the nu
particles a

experience'

The angle 1

is called

the Path 1

nucleus an

alpha parta
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he

Tford On the basis of scattering experiments

the Rutherford proposed a model in which .

the positive charge of an atom, and

most of the mass, are considered to

,be concentrated in a small dease

Core, called the nucleus of the Kom,

with electrons widely separated irom

the nucleus. Most of the atom is

space.

pha

le

le

ring

The alpha particle is a helium

nucleus which consists of two protons

and two neutrons.

Most of the alpha particles directed

at a thin metal foil pass through

withoUt being,deflected. "Some are

scattered through angles ranging up

to 180 degrees.

Supplementary Information:

Davisson and Germer produced interference patterns

with moving electronS. The observed wavelengths

were equal to

Alpha particles, directed at a thin metallic foil,

were:observed to be scattered in all_directions.

The distribution ofthe particles as a function of

their scattering angle was experimentally measured.

Many naturally radioactive substances emit alpha

particles. The type of nuclear disintegration which

:results 'in the emission of alpha,particies is called .

alpha decay.

Energies of alpha particles- used ranged between 4.5

and 9.0 Mev, This corresponds to velocities from .

_7
1.5 x 107-m/sec to 2.0 x 10- m/sec.

The uneXpected and significant result of this

experiment is the deflection of some particles

through Jay large angles, almost 180 degrees. Since

both the nuclei of the foil atoms and the alpha

particles are positively charged, the alpha particles

experience Coulomb forces of repulsion.

The angle 6 through which the particle is deflected

is called the scattering angle. The distance between

the path leading to a head-on collision dith the

nucleus and the original path actually taken by the

alpha particle is called the impact parameter.



Tra-

jectories

of alpha

particles

Understandings and Fundamental Conce

Alpha particles are deflected into

hyperbolic paths because of the

couloumb forces between:them and the

positively charged nuclei of the

metal foil.

Sj

As P gets smaller,

collision, where P =

of a head-on collisic

The force is expresse

the nucleus is Ze, wh

the elementary charge

equals 2e.

Scattering

and atomic

number

If the energies of'the alpha particles

are the same, the number of particles

icaitered beyond a given angle is a

funefion of the charge on each nucleus.

Dimensions

of atomic

nuclei

The Bohr model

of the hydrogen

atom

The radii of atomic nuclei are small

compared:with the.radii of their

respective atoms.

The'Bolir model of the hydrogen atom

consists of a positively charged

nucleus and a single electron

revolving in a circular orbit.

Assumptions contrary to classical

theory are required to explain this

model.

If one neglects relat

may be,approximated h

energy principle to h

scatterineexperiment

2 4
whe

kq,
=

2 r .

between the center, of

of the nucleus Ther

.2 kole

2
m . v

'This relationship is

does not have suffici

The radii of atomic m

meters.

The Bohr model is- not

of atomic structure a

mechanical model.
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Alpha particle !. are deflected into

hyperbolic paths because of the

couloumb forces between them and the

positively charged nuclei of the

metal foil.

Supplementary information

As P gets smaller, 0 gets larger until for a head-on

collision, where P = 0, 6 is 180°. The probability

of allead-on .collision is extremely small.

The force is expressed as F
qZe

r
2

The charge on

the nucleus is Ze, where Z is the atomic number, e is

the elementary charge and q for an alpha particle

equals 20.

If the energies of the alpha particles

are the same, the.number of Orticles

scattered beyond a given angle is.a

function Of the charge on.each nucleus.

The radii of atomic nuclei are small

compared with the radii of their

respective atoms.

The Bohr model of the hydrogen atom

consists of a positively chargcd

nucleus and a single electron

revolving in a circular orbit.

Assumptions contrary to classical

theory are required to explain tklis

model.

If one neglects relativistic effects, this dimension

mai be approximated by applying the conservation of

energy principle to head-on collisions in alpha

scattering experiments. Thus,

2
m v kqZe,

2 r
where r represents the distance

between the center of the alpha particle and the center

of the nucleus Therefore,

r
2 kqZe

2
m v

This relationshipIs valid:only when the alpha particle

does not have sufficient 'energy to enter the nucleus.

The radii of atomic nuclei are of the order of 10-14

meters.

The Bohr model is not a general' olution to the problem

of atomiestructure and has been replaced by a wave

mechanical model.
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1. Bohr's An orbiting electron d es not lose

assumptions energy even though It has an

acceleration toward the center.

2. Energy

levels

Only a limited number of specified

orbits is permitted. Each orbit

represents a particular energy state.

When an electron changes from one

enc2gy state to another, a quantum

of energy equal to the difference

between the energies of the two

,states is emitted or absorbed.

When gas molecules are bombarded by

electrons, the gas molecules, can

accept energy only in discrete

amounts.

The process of raising the energy

of atoms is called excitation.

Excitation energjes are different for

different gases.

Eicited atoms subsequently release the

energy as photons.

50

Supp 1 emen

According to classical theory,

lose energy by emitting electm

and spiral into the nucleus.

The permitted orbits are those :

momentum of the electron-is an

of Planck's constant divided by

nh
nwr Fr

The change in energy is given b!

E1 and E
2
are the respective enc

.

and f is the frequency of_the TE

In 1914 J., Frank- and C.. Hertz fL

concepts of stationary states or

by bombarding gas molecules witl-

molecules of gas accepted energy

only in discrete amounts. Excit

different for different gases.

Electrons with energies lower .th

excitation energies collided ela

gas molecules.

The Frank-Hertz experiment demon

exciting atoms; other methods ar

electrical discharge, and electr

The potential energy nftessary t

an atom to a highe; state is cal

resonance potential.
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An orbiting electron does not lose

energy even though it has an

acceleration toward the center.

Only a limited number of specified

orbits is permitted. Each orbit

represents a particular energy stae.

When an electron changes from one

energy state to another, a quantum

of energy equal to the difference

between the energies of the two

states is emitted or absorbed.

When gas molecules are bombarded by

electrons, the gas molecules, ean

accept energy only in discrete

amounts.

The proc ss of raising the energy

of atoms is called excitation.

Excitation energies are differen

different gases.

for

Excited atoms subsequently release the

energy as photons.

2WILITIEEL12±9E2IiE

According to classical theory, the electron should

lose energy y emitting electromagnetic radiation

and spiral into the nucleus.

The permitted orbits are those for which the angular

momentum of the electron is an integral multiple

of Planck's constant divided by 2

nh
mvr

27

1

The change in energy is given by: hf 21,E/ - E2,-where

E1 and E2 are the'respective energies of the-two states,
,

and, f is:the frequency of_the radiation emitted.

In 1914 J. Frank and G. Hertz further strengthened the

concepts of stationary states or fixed energy levels

by bombarding gas molecules with electrons. The

molecules of gas accepted energy from the electrons

only in discrete auounts. Excitation energies were

different for different gases.

Electrons with energies lower than the discrete

excitation energies collided elastically with the

gas molecules,

The Frank-Hertz experiment demonstrates one way of

exciting atoms; other methods are thermal excitation,

electrical discharge, and electromagneticexeitation.

The potential energy necessary to change the:energy of

an atom to a higher state is called the eacitation or

resonance potential.



a Ground

state

b Ionization

potential

Standing

waves

IV. Atomic Spectra

*A. Excitation and

emission

Understandin and Fundamental Conce

The lowest possible energy level is

called the ground state.

The minimum energy necessary to remove

an electron from an atom is called

the ionization potential.

Waves which describe the probability

of finding the electron at a

particular position can exist as

standing waves only at certain

distances from the nucleus. These

distances correspond to the discrete

energy levels of the atom.

Each element has a characteristic

spectrum.

Atoms, excited to energy levels above

the ground state, emit energy as

photons when their electrons fall to

lower energy levels.

Supplemen-

The minimum energy necessary to

from the atom is equal to its pc

its kinetic energy.

The ionization potential is the

move an electron from the grounc

that is, to ionize the atom. If

of hydrogen, for example, is 13

A standing wave will occur only

2wr then Planck's assur
mv

follows. It is convenient to tl

of wavelengths in an orbit for E
1

Minimum quantitative requiremen

applications of the relationsht

E. and the use
snitial final

diagrame.

If sufficient energy is supplie

excitee to several energy level

returns to the ground state, it

photon of one particular energy

energies equal to the energy di

internal states.

*B. Absorption

spectra

An atom can absorb those photons

whose energies are equal to the

energies of photons i can emit,when

excited.

51

Minimum quantitative requiremen

applications of the relationsh

E
photon

00
.Agomm
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e lowest possible e-ergy level is

ailed the ground sta e.

he minimum energy necessary to remove

n electron from an atom is called

he ionization potential.

laves which describe the probability

)f finding the electron at a

!articular position can exist as

.)tanding waves only at certain

dstances from the nucleus. These

dstances correspond to the discrete

elergy levels of the atom1

iach element has a characteristic

pectrum1

toms, excited to energy levels above

he ground state, emit energy as

&tons when their electrons fall to

omer energy levels.

Supplementary Information

The minimum energy necessary to remove an electron

from the atom. is equal to its potential energy minus

its kinetic energy.

The ionization potential is the energy required to

move an electron from the ground state to infinity,

that is, to ionize the atom. The ionization potential

of hydrogen, for example is l3.6 ev.

A standing wave will OCCUT only when n X or

nh
X= = 2H7 then Planck's assumption mvr =

mv 2ff

follows. It is convenient to think of n as the number

of wavelengths in an orbit for a particular energy level.

Minimum quantt ative requIxements

applications of the relationship,

E. -E and the use of
Init al final'

diagrams.

are limited to

E =hf=
photon

simple energy level

If sufficient energy is supplied, the electrons may be

excited to several energy levels. As each electron

returnsto the ground state, it can radiate a

photon, of one particular energy or several photons with

energies' equal .to.the energy differences between several

internal states.

al atom can absorb those photons

those energies are equal to the.

!orgies of photons it can emit_when

occited.

itative requirements are

applications ,o the relationship, E

E
photon

51
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The hydrogen
spectrum

. The lines in the emission spectrum
of hydrogen occur in several groups
known as series.

Balmer The lines in the Balmer Series are .

series due to electrons from an excited state
returning to the second energy leVeL
SoMe of these lines are Visible.

V. The Nucleus The nucleus is the core of the atom
and contains most of the mass of the
atom.

Tt
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A. Observa ional Some of the tools used for the study A
of radioactivity are the electroscope, th
photographic plates, geiger counters su
scintillation counters and cloud no
chambers.

B. Accelerators .Accelerators are used to give charged
particles sufficient kinetic energy
to overcome electrostatic forces and
penetrate the nucleus.

tools
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The photon will be absorbed only when the incident

photon has exactly the right energy to raise the

atom to a particular energy state; otherwise the photon

simply passes through or scatters elastically.

It is possible for an incident photon to have enough

energy to ionize the atom.

The lines in the emission spectrum

of hydrogen occur in several groups

known as series.

The lines in the Balmer Series are

due to electrons from an excited state

returning to the second energy level.

Some of these lines are visible.

The nucleus is the core of the atom

and contains most of the mass of the

atom.

Some of the tools used for the study

of radioactivity are the electroscope,

photographic plates, geiger counters,

scintillation counters, and cloud

chambers..

Accelerators-are used to.give charged

Particles sufficient kinetic energy

to overcome electrostatic forces and

penetrate the nucleus.

In the ground state, n = 1. Ail the other states are

called excited states because energy must be added

to the electron in order to move it to these states.

When a hydrogen atom absorbs energy, an electron moves

into orbits with larger radii and into energy levels

with higher energy.

Empirical formulas for the llnes of the hydrogen

spectrum, developed for the Balmer series,

were confirmed by the theoretical work of Bohr. Bohr

also predicted other series which were subsequently

found.

A brief descriptive approach to the application of

these tools for studying and detecting particles is

suggested. Knowledge of details of construction is

not required.

52



C. Nucleons

D. Atomic number

E. Mass number

F. Nuclear force

G. Nuclear mass

and binding

energy

_LInderstaidamental Conce_ts

Magnetic and electric fields are

used in accelerators to accelerate

charged particles,

Some accelerators are the Van de

Graaff generator, cyclotron, the

synchrotron, and the linear acceler-

ator.

The particleS inside the nucleus are

called nucleons.

The atomic number is the number of

protons in the nucleus.

Elements differ from each othe

atomic number.

The mass number is the total number

of protons and neutrons in the nucleus.

Nuclear force is the force which holds Nuclear forces ope

the nucleons togethe it is a strong ' -15
is less than 10

short range ferce.

A brief descriptive E

acceleratorS_is suggc

of construction and c

The symbol tor atouhi

The Symbol for mass

The mass of the nucleus is less than

the total mass of its nucleons. This

difference in MaSs iS equivalent to

the energy with which the nucleons

ar bound.

The binding eriergy.of the nucleus is

the energy that must be supplied

to it in order to separate it into

its nucleons.

Nuclear forces excee

of magnitude.

The..-,mats defec

-.total mass-of--.the,.,nu

The binding energy

mass defect.

The binding energy

nucleons form a nucl
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agnetic and electric fields are

sed in accelerators to accelerate

barged particles.

ome accelerators are the Van de

,raaff generator, cyclotron, the

ynchrotron, and the linear acceler-

tor.

he particles inside the nucleus are

.alled nucleons.

_e atomic number is the number of

_rotons it the nucleus.

lements differ from each other

tomic number,

rhe mass number is the total number

)f proto s and neutrons in the nucleus.

iuclear force is the force which holds

Jle nucleons together. It is a strong

;hot range force.

le mass of the nucleus is leSs than

:he total mass of its nucleons. This

lifference in mass is equivalent to

:he.energy with which the nucleons

ire bound.

A brief descriptive approach to the operation of these

accelerators is suggested. Knowledge of details

of construction and operation is not required.

The symbol for atomic number is Z.

The symbol for mass number is A .

Nuclear forces operate when the distance between nucleons

is less than 10
45

meters.

.Nuelear forces exceed all.other types by many orders

of magnitude-.

The mass defect is the difference in mass between the

total mass of.the- nucleons And the mass of the nucleus.

le binding energy.;of the nucleus is

:he energy that must be .supplied

:o.it an order_ to separate it into

As nucleons.

The binding energy 15 the energy equivalent of the

mass defect.

The binding eiergy is the energy released when the

nucleons form a nucleus.
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H. Isotopes

Understand1ns and Fundamental Conce

Nuclei which have the same atomic

number but a different number of

neutrons are called isotopes.

Binding ener

binding ener

Nuclear ReaL LuflS

A. Natural

radioactivity

Alpha
decay

-Beta

--deCay

Radioactivity is the disintegration

of the nuclei of atoms.

Some nuclei of high atomic number are

naturally radioactive.

In all nuclear reactions, the to al

charge and the total mass number on

both sides of the equation must

balance.

Alpha decay is the emission of an

alpha-particle from a nucleus.

An alpha particle is the nucleus of a

helium atom. It has a mass number of

4 and a charge of +2.

Practically
isotopes ha

Example:

_Ra
226

88

The emissio
number by 4

-In:natural.tadioactivity-beta
:iS,.the',eMissiowofa:negative
eleCtret from a nucieus
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Nuclei which have the same atomic

number but a different number of

neutrons are called isotopes.

Radioactivity is the disintegration

of the nuclei of atoms.

Some nuclei of high atomic number are

naturally radioactive.

In all nuclear react ons, the total

charge and the total mass number on

both sides of the equation must

balance.

Alpha decay is the emission of an

alpha particle from a nucleus.

An alpha particle is the nucleus of a

helium atom. It .has amass number of

4 and a charge-of- +2.

In natural radioactivity beta decay

is the emission of a negative

electron from a nucleus.

Binding energies are usually compared in terms of

binding energy per nucleon.

Practically all the naturally occurring radioactve

isotopes have atomic numbers greater than 81.

Example.

Ra
226

88 86

222
+ He

2

The emission of an alpha particle decreases the mass

number by 4 and the atomic number by 2.

Example:

234 234
Pa

91-

6 eMisSior(of a,negatiVe beta particle increases the

_ . . ,

4'tomicluthti6:by0n6,1.but deek..nOt,ehange.th-,' Mass

-humbef;



LT.L9.1 Understandings and Fundamental Conce t

Gamma

radiation

*B. Half life

Atomic mass

unit

D. Mass-energy

relationship

1 Conservation

of mass-

energy

Einstein's

mass-energy

equation

Gamma radiation consitts of high

energy photons originating in nuclear

reactions.

Gamma radiation is emitted when a

nucleus in an excited state changes

to a more stable state.

The half life of a radioactive element

is the time required for one-half

of the nuclei of a sample to

disintegrate.

1
The atomic mass unit is defined as

T2

the mass of an atom of carbon 12.

Mass is equivalent to energy.

During the process of.radioactive

-decay mass-energy isconserved.

The energy equivalent of a mass is

proportional to the mass and the

velocity of light squared.

Gamma radiation is

The emission of gi

ato ic or mass nue

Minimum quantitat

applications of t

1=

2n
lives.

Each isotope has

Half lives range

Oxygen is no long

Mynimum qu

applications o
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Gamma radiation consists of high

energy photons originating in nuclear

reactions.

Gamma radiation is emitted when a

nucleus in an excited state changes

to a more stable state.

The half life of a radioactive element

is-the time required for one-half

of the nuclei of a sample to

disintegrate.

1

The atomic mass unit is defined as
12

the mass of an atom of carbon 12.

MaSs is equivalent to energy.

During the process of radioactive

decay mass-energy is conserved.

.Theepergr:equivalent-pf a mass.Js.

ProportiOnalte.the.:miss and..-the.

Gamma radiation is evidence of nuclear energy levels.

The emission of gamma radiation does not change the

atomic or mass numbers.

Mimmum quantitative requirements are limited to

applications of the relationships

1
where mf = final mass after n hal.fmf

lives,
272

Each isotope has a specific half life.

Half lives range in value from 1_ sec. to 1
17

. yrs.
.

22

Oxygen is no longer the standard base for mass value.

mmum quantit#ive requirements are

applications of the relationship E = mc

ed to

From the special theory of relativity we find

E = mc2. Therefore)

-
1 66 x 10

27
kg x (3.0 x 10

8 2
m
2

1.49 x 10 joules

1.6 x 10'
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E. Induced

(artificial

transmutation

Beta

decay

The neutron

Transmutation is a change from one

isotope to another of the same or

different atomic.pumber because of

a gain or loss of protons and/or

neutrons by the nucleus.

Radioactivity is an example of

natural transmutation.

Induced transmutations may be

produced by bombardment of nuclei.

Beta.decay in induced radioactivity

includes.the-emission of positive

electronS (positrons) as well as

negative eleCtrons from. nuclei-.

Neutrons were first discovered by

bombarding beryllium with alpha

particles.

This was confirme

Walton in 1932.

In 1919, Rutherfo

particles and pro

/14

2
He

4
-4-

This was the fins-

In. 1934, the Joli

alpha particles t.

phosphorus. This

radioactivity.

_27
1 He4

13A 2-

The radioactive pi

isotope of

30

14-

Examples:

64
C

29
u

a
2

A very penetratin

beryllium and bor

particles

9
Be

4- 2

This radiation w

the neutron.

56
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This was confirmed experimentally by Cockcroft an

Walton in 1932.

Transmutation is a change from one

isotope to another of the same or

different atomic number because of

a gain or loss of protons and/or

neutrons by the nucleus.

Radioactivity is an example of

natural transmutation.

Induced transmutations may be

produced by bombardment of nuclei.

Beta decay in induced radioactivity

includes the emission ofpOsitive

eleCtrons (poSitrens) as well as

negative electrons from--nuclei.

Neutrons were first discovered ky

bombarding beryllium with alpha

particles.

In 1919, Rutherford bombarded nitrogen with alpha

particles and produced oxygen.

14

7N
+

2
He4

8
0
17

+
1
HI

This was the first induced transmutation.

In 1934, the aliot-Curies bombarded aluminum with

alpha particles to produce a radioactive isotope of

phosphorus. This was the first example of induced

radioactivity.

13
A127 + pe4 _n

10

iSP 0-

The radioactive phosphorus then decays to a stable

isotope of silicon

p30 30

15 14

Example

64

29'

24
11Na

,64 0
Ni + e

+1

2-

ficverypenetratiiigjorm -of:radiationAresulted:when

--:betYllit6 and -boron were bombarded by'alpha---

-larticles.H.

-2-

This radiation was identified by Chadwick in 1932 as

thern neutron.
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In nuclear reactions neutrons are
often used as bombarding particles
because they are uncharged and are

not repelled by nuclei. When they

are very, close to a nucleus they are

attracted by it.

It is not ne

energy in oi

reactions;
slowed down

the nucleus.

neutrons co)

they do not

F. Nuclear fission Fission is the breaking of a nucleus. When slow ti-

The fragments are, usually, early 235
U nucleus

equal in atomic number.
parts. This

emission of
Only,certain massive nuclei are

fissionable.
'by the releL

written:
235

92

Where F
1

ane

the average

Q represents

The energy I
heavy elemerl

binding ene_

average bin,

Thermal Thermal neutrons are neutrons with Fis ion of

neutrons kinetic energies approximating those
of 1mt1ecu1es of substances at

or..iinary temperatures.

Mode ators Moderators are materials which are

used to slow down neutrons.

When neutro
they collid

kinetic ene
material.

The neutron
in elastic

The most ef
of similar
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11 nuclear reactions neutrons are

ften used as bombarding particles

ecause they are uncharged and are

at repelled by nuclei. When they

re very close to a nucleus they are

ttracted by it.

ission is the breaking of a nucleus.

he fragments_are, uSually, nearly

qual in atomic number.

nly,certain massive nuclei are

issionable.

hermal neutrons are neutrons with

inetic energies approximating those

f molecules of substances at

rdinary temperatures.

aderators are materidls which are

sed to slow down neutrons.

It is not necessary to give neutrons high kinetic

energy in order for them to participate .in nuclear

reactions; it may even be better for them to be

slowed down so they may spend some more time near

the nucleus. This may be accomplished by letting

neutrons collide with nuclei of aall mass with which

they do not interact.

When slow thermal neutrons are absorbed by U
235

, the

U
235

nucleus splits, usually into two nearly equal

parts. This fission process is accomplished by the

emission of a certain average number of neutrons and

by the release of energy. The reaction might be

written:

92U
+

0
n
1

F + F + tt n
235

1 2 0

Where Fi and F2 are fission fragments

Q

represents

the average number of neutrons emitted per fission, and

Q represents the energy.

The energy released per nucleon in the fiss on of a

'heavy element is the difference between the average

binding energy/nucleon of the original element and the

average binding energy/nucleon of the elements formed.

Fission of U
235

is induced by thermal neutron

When neutrons give up energy to nuclei with which

they collide, they may finally slow down until their

kinetic energy approximates the thermal energy of the

material

c. The ..heUtrOnsa Slowed': doWn '-tnergy
_

, _

the

A-.60dOratorabon-readh:::-

-JanequilibriuMstate.With:the.:atoOsOfthe.i0deratOr;-'
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G. Fusion

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Fusion is the. process .of combining

two light nuclei' to forM a heavier

one.

The neutrc

energies

Materials

paraffin,

the purpo!

Various 1!

helium anf

3



Understandings and Fundamental Conce.ts

Fusion is the process of combining

two light nuclei to form a heavier

one.

ppemetarInfomation

The neutrons in this state have the same average kinetic

energies as molecules of gases at ordirkary temperatures.

Materials containing hydrogen, deuterium, carbon, water

paraffin, and graphite are most commonly used for

the purpose of slowing neutrons.

Various isotopes of hydrogen may combine to produce

helium and release energy.

1
H
3

2
H
1

He
4

1


